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COSMIC
 From Cosmos, the universe as an orderly

harmonious system, a beautiful order!
 

INTELLIGENCE 
the ability to acquire and apply cosmic

knowledge and skills.
 

AGENCY
  Providing a service.

AGENT 
 Has an active or efficient cause, is an active

cosmic principle within the agency: a
representative. Origin of agent - latin  ‘doing’,

from agere -
 
 

The C*I*A is an international 
network of Astrologers on a mission –
 igniting, connecting, advancing and
promoting the living consciousness

that is Astrology in all its applications,
for individual and collective

empowerment, conscious evolution
and by utilising the co-creative

intelligence!
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EDITORIAL

agent 144 - alex trenoweth

TIMELORDS FEB 2022

A very warm welcome to our new members and subscribers! We are delighted to bring you this second
mission of TimeLords and are pleased to announce the great success of our first mission. There were
far more downloads than we expected and we are especially pleased to reveal TimeLords now enjoys a
very special relationship with one of the world’s top astrology websites, Astrodienst (astro.com). Ra
Rishikavi Raghudas’ article on the astrology of James Bond was selected as TimeLords’ first feature
article on the prestigious site. If you’d like to be in with a chance of making it to Astrodienst, why not get
in touch to discuss your idea? Our next deadline is the 22nd of April.

We’re always busy here at C*I*A headquarters but we’re busier than usual as we try to keep improving
our magazine. It is our desire to be cutting edge and to keep getting better and better and it is in this
spirit that we are so excited to tell you what to expect from this mission.

"Lunar New Year of the Tiger" by Agent Dakini #87 (Laura Boomer-Trent) is a time-relevant article on
the brand new lunar year. Victor Olliver gives us a sneak peek into what we can expect from his
upcoming book in his article, "Draconic Astrology: Finding Your Soul’s Purpose".
"Crimes of Passion" by Agent 888 Britanie Leclair is just in time to bring an edgy feel to what is usually
regarded as our most romantic holiday, Valentine’s Day as Mars and Venus team up in the sky.
I wanted to contribute something to match the theme of Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces, so how about a
little dream interpretation? "Astrological Dreamwork" by me (Agent 144 Alex Trenoweth) is just a
sample of the dreams I have collected.

Our regular columns include contributions from Agent 88 Stephanie Johnson in "What’s the Weather"
and "Time Cycles: Essential Forecasting Techniques" this time on Neptune and Jupiter and DJIA cycles 
by Agent 33 Olga Morales. Agent 12 Julija Simas gives us "Sky Spy" understanding how to read the sky
with our charts and Agent 66 Sara Gilbert brings "Hekate, Sedna and the North Node in Taurus” and the
USA Pluto return to the celestial table. I greatly enjoyed her last contribution so I was pleased to see
more from "Plants and Planets" by Agent 107 Nicky Allison.

We have two book excerpts in this mission, “The Spiritual Dimension of The Beatles” from Eric Meyers
with a review from Sol Jonassen and a selection from "Postcards to the Future" by Anne Whitaker. Sol
also gives us insight into the astrological scene far up north in Norway.

Many thanks to Agent 45 Aysem Aksoy for her incredible cover artwork as well as to our contributors
and advertisers for their continued support and Julija for the hard work behind another cracking design
and layout  On a very sad note, we’ve had to say goodbye to a very special astrologer David Hamblin.
Fortunately C*I*A was able to get a final broadcast from this leading figure in Harmonics. 

We hope you enjoy this mission. If there is something you would like to contribute, please get in touch
with Agent 144 at: alex.trenoweth@gmail.com

See you at our next mission due in May.
 

mailto:alex.trenoweth@gmail.com


“I learned that courage is not the absence of fear,
but the triumph over it.”

 Nelson Mandela

TIMELORDS FEB 2022

Heavenly happenstance sees the Aquarian New
Moon and the Lunar New Year of the Yang Water
Tiger, at the same time as the astrological once-a-
year intellectually determined and dramatically
transformational ‘Fixed Air’ Cross Quarter point! A
Cross-Quarter ‘Solar Fire Festival’ signals changing
seasons, currently from Winter to Spring in the
Northern hemisphere, marking a time to tend the
fire of light (within); and from Summer to Autumn
in the South, giving thanks for the abundant
harvest Sun’s life-giving light on earth brings.  

Being blessed with a ‘Light Festival’, at the same
time as the Lunar New Year of the Water Tiger,
accents and nurtures our own internal light to
grow – and glow. Hold that beam. Because when
both Sun and Moon emphasise such special
turning points in the Soliluna calendar, it
potentises the cosmic energy field to double chge
any potential good fortune. And this is timely, as
2022 is the Tiger year is when fortunes can be
made - and lost. 

 The Water Tiger has not been seen for 60 years,
since 1962, and won’t be around again until 2082.
All Tiger years tend to start in spectacular
fashion because the majestic ‘King of Beasts’ is
awesome, wild and rare. Although, by using
intuition as well as instinct, the affectionate but in-
no-way timid Water Tiger is less inclined to be as
extreme as other elemental Tigers. A Water Tiger
is territorial, brave and passionate, powerful and
playful. Think ‘Tigger’ rather than ‘Shere Khan’.
With a sharper than average emotional
intelligence, the open-minded Water Tiger also
knows one must be realistic to survive in the
jungle and be in one’s flow. Indeed, pragmatism -
especially with shared high-risk ventures,
friendships and business, is recommended
throughout the year. 

This Aquarian Lunar New Year sees the Sun and
Moon also conjoined by taskmaster Saturn, the
weighty Lord of Karma, making this a rather
serious and sombre start to the oriental Lunar
New Year. Moving from the steady and
dependable Metal Ox into the bold and dramatic

1st February 2022 – 21st January 2023
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Lunar New Year of the Water TigerLunar New Year of the Water Tiger

12°Aquarius New Moon @ 6:45 UTC

BY AGENT  DAKINI #87 LAURA BOOMER-TRENTTH



Tiger may even take a while to get going. Yet due to
the added influence from a decidedly resolute ‘Fixed-
Cross-Quarter’  the Lunar New Year of Water Tiger
instils new enthusiasm to be calm, strong and
steadfast and ‘hold one’s space’ with a dignified inner-
peace before springing into action – when the time is
right. 

Watching and waiting for the right moment, the Water
Tiger can also procrastinate – and if left too late to dive
or pounce, then takes imprudent and unpredictable
risks. Feisty and impatient powermongers would do
well to take note: when we couple Tiger’s curious art of
lingering with Saturn’s innate caution, it will help in the
long run and prevent major disasters. According to
Chinese folklore, Tiger also protects against thieves,
fire and evil spirits. 

Synchronistically, Tiger is associated with the zodiac
sign Aquarius, a future orientated symbol of hopes
and wishes, space and technology, experiments and
freedom, as well as group orientated activity where
individual talent contributes to the whole. This,
therefore, is a year to take extra care of influential
friendships that represent humanity’s desire to come
together and build a brighter tomorrow - with Water
Tiger leading the way. 

Tiger’s planet is Venus, the planet of love, recently
forward from apparent retrograde motion, which is
auspicious for the Tiger seeking love and romance:
Boars, Dogs, Rats, Sheep and Roosters are Tiger’s
favourite companions. All six signs can also fare well in
the Tiger’s year. 
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☆ Though it must be said, the Rat needs to be extra
patient this year in all areas, especially with money
matters. 

☆ With hard work and cultivated, helpful support,
the Dog can have a winning year. 

☆ Boars also need to keep a firm eye on finances,
especially rolling high-risk investment. 

☆ This is a good year for Sheep, even if the
domestic situation conflicts with a busy work year:
remember to take a break! 

☆ This could be a most eventful year for Roosters
who strut their funky stuff and don’t overstep the
mark. 

☆ For a Monkey in the Tiger past karma (good or
bad) could come back to test their tolerance. Best
hang fire on major expansion and consolidate
resources. 

☆ A thirst for entertainment and distraction could
bring unforeseen expenses for a flamboyant Horse,
who would also do well to curb temper and
attitude. 

☆ Without being too much of a people-pleaser, i.e.
you can still do your own thing while relationships
go smoothly for a Snake who can look on the bright
side of life; helping others will also help the Snake.
 
☆ A challenging year for the Dragon who must
keep integrity intact under all circumstance: and
exercise patience at work, home and play. 

☆ Diplomacy, respect and moderation works for
the Rabbit this year, who could get caught up in
expensive legalities if not careful. 

☆ For the dependable Ox, it is an auspicious year
for contracts, romance, and marital affairs. 

☆ Traditionally the Tiger can have many challenges
during their own year, but nothing they cannot
overcome with their innate courage and a little bit
of good cheer, luck, and serendipity. 

L U N A R  N E W  Y E A R  O F  T H E  W A T E R  T I G E R
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Still, the authority of Saturn in Aquarius throughout
2022 and the Water Tiger Year (Saturn changes signs
March 2023) means there are bound to be major
obstacles for us all to confront, such as fear, anger,
and oppression. Yet with unconditional confidence,
the sensual Water Tiger reminds us to be assertive,
direct and gently forceful. Interestingly, in Tibet the
Tiger is a symbol of ‘meekness’, possessing a humility
that is less complicated by ego desire and therefore
able to show loving kindness and compassion more
easily towards others. 

This quote from a recently departed wisdom teacher,
Thich Nhat Hanh, the ‘Father of Mindfulness’,
exemplifies the essential qualities of the Tiger year:
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Agent 87 Laura Boomer - Trent  Laura has an arts background with an earlier career in film &
television. Since studying at His Holiness’, the Dalai Lama’s ‘Tibetan Medical & Astro Science
Institute’ in India (mid-90’s), Laura integrates Eastern healing arts, Tibetan, Chinese & Indian
astrology, with esoteric Western psycho/spiritual astrology and modern metaphysics. Past media
credentials include C4’s ‘Astrology Show’; for 3 years Laura was BBC astrologer; she has been on
radio, TV & edited astro web start-up, ‘Live-Astro’ (2000’s); She has written for magazines, books
and websites, notably most recently as Agent Dakini #87, at the Cosmic*Intelligence*Agency.
Laura’s own website is ‘Astro-Dakin’s Dharma Stars’. https://astrodakini.co.uk/

 

 “If you crave acceptance and recognition and try to
change yourself to fit what other people want you to be,
you will suffer all your life. True happiness and true
power lie in understanding yourself, accepting yourself,
having confidence in yourself.” 

And should events and situations in what could be an
emotionally profound and deeply moving Water Tiger
year teach us to be our true selves, then rest assured all
will be well.

With best wishes to everyone, may all beings benefit from
the self-existing mindfulness the Water Tiger year
portends!

 Happy Year of the Tiger!

TIMELORDS FEB 2022
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A (very) brief history
The word ‘draconic’ means dragon-like. Once upon ancient times, people thought lunar and solar eclipses were

the result of a dragon living in the Moon’s nodes which periodically ate the Sun and Moon (what we now know as

eclipses). How else to explain the curious dimming and occultations of the luminaries? Astrology starts in myth

and its symbols, so in draconic (shortened to ‘draco’ – itself a Latin word for dragon or serpent) we have fork-

tongued dragons.

It’s a specialist but little known or understood technique set on an ambitious objective: to discover an individual’s

life or soul purpose(s) encoded in the horoscope.

Its origins are not entirely clear though there are faint clues from ancient Mesopotamia. Back in the late 1970s,

Dennis Elwell – author of the classic book Cosmic Loom – contributed an essay titled ‘Multidimensional Transits’

on draconic astrology to the UK-based The Astrological Journal, citing astronomical antiquities expert Cyril

Fagan’s 1951 title Zodiacs Old and New. Elwell wrote: “He [Fagan] concludes…that the Babylonians considered

the positions of the planets in the Draconian Zodiac, i.e., with their distances measured from the Nodes, were of

consequence, that in Babylonian times there was indeed such another zodiac.” This is good deductive reasoning

but not conclusive in the absence of actual chart work or other documentary evidence.

For much more on the origins of draconic astrology, Pam Crane’s The Draconic Chart is essential. Meantime, we

are getting ahead of ourselves. What I aim to do in this piece is introduce you to the technique, itemise some

ground rules and use a few charts to illustrate how draconic is best used in interpretive work. I shall be looking

only at the draconic in relation to the tropical and for this work I only use the Equal House system. It is a matter

of personal choice which house system you use.

What is draconic astrology?

Draconic astrology is also known as ‘nodal astrology’. We start with the Moon’s South and North Nodes in the

natal or event chart. In astronomical terms, we understand that these lunar nodes are two points where the orbit

of the Moon intersects the ecliptic – the Sun’s path – in the northern and southern hemispheres. In astrological

terms, the South Node is associated with the individual’s past and possibly past incarnations; with what is

familiar; with what has been experienced. The North Node is a destiny pointer, the indicator of life challenges

and purposes in the present and future arising from past actions or inactions. The nodal axis describes life as a

continuum and presupposes a spiritual aim of perfecting the self through experience, at least as an ideal. Some

practitioners speak of reincarnation and karma as the moral dynamic. But these beliefs are not essential to

draconic interpretation.

 

DraconicDraconic
astrologyastrology

Finding yourFinding your
soul purposesoul purpose
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BY  VICTOR OLLIVER
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Nodes move retrograde. There are two types of node. Mean Node which always moves retrograde and is
an ‘average’ position ignoring the lunar ‘wobble’ or libration. True Node takes into account the lunar
orbital wobble, so it moves direct between one and three times a month.
It is a matter of personal choice which type of node you use. Test charts for yourself. Pam Crane uses
True, as do I. Dane Rudhyar preferred Mean.
The difference between True and Mean is never more than 2 degrees.
A nodal return occurs approximately every 18-and-a-half years.
A draconic planet spends up to 18 months in each sign, no matter the length of the tropical transit period.
Pace is determined by the nodes. The draconic ephemeris can be found at various sites, such as:
horoscopes.astro-seek.com.
The draconic chart is not an alternative to the tropical but a specialist supplemental. The tropical chart
usually provides strong indicators of life purpose and challenges – but the draconic may serve to clarify
and expand on these and may on occasion starkly reveal what seems hidden in the tropical. Only by
comparing and contrasting the two charts is it possible to properly assess what challenges the individual
faces.
In tropical-draconic biwheel analysis, interaspect orbs are as for a natal chart.
Inter-chart conjunctions and oppositions are by far the most significant aspects.  

Most practitioners stop at this point so far as the tropical nodal axis is concerned in order to delineate the
chart placements of South and North Node. The draconic astrologer, however, wants to know a lot more. It is
time to delve deeper. To do this, and to point out the obvious, a tropical birth chart has first to be created.
Now we are ready to create the draconic version. This is done simply by shifting the natal North Node to 0°
Aries – the Vernal Equinox point. The distance in degrees between natal and vernal point is how much you
will move the rest of the chart. In other words, you subtract the longitude of tropical North Node from the
longitude of each tropical planet and point.

Computer software programs, such as Solar Fire or Astrodienst, make this easy by generating instant
draconic charts. But if you want to see the formula in action, look for example at Queen Victoria’s natal chart.
The distance between her natal North Node and 0° Aries is (a rounded) 19° 44′. So, with her tropical Sun (2°
Gemini 7′) at longitude 62° 07′, deduct the 19° 44′. This gives you 42° 23′ (draco Sun at 12° Taurus 23′).

Note well that only the signs and degrees alter. Planets remain in their tropically assigned houses. If your
Mars is the 1st house, it stays in the draconic 1st house. The two charts at first glance will seem unchanged.
In a few instances, they may be literally unchanged or little different if the tropical North Node happens to be
at the start of Aries – but that’s another subject. Draconic aspects are the same as those of the tropical,
though significant new aspects may be created when you compare the two charts in the biwheel. 

The draconic chart is a creature of the Moon and its associations: the past, history, memories, emotions, soul
needs/purposes, habits and so forth: its broad theme is the inner or soul life. The tropical chart is the Sun’s
map which also starts at 0° Aries: it identifies our mental processes, behaviour, what we reason and given
traits, etc.: its broad theme is the surface or known life. The two charts together offer causal links between
past, present and future. Between mind and unconscious or soul. And between what we want and what we
need.

Before I move onto looking at chart examples, here are some more draconic ground rules:

D R A C O N I C  A S T R O L O G Y

Draconic in action
I have looked at four charts of notable people to demonstrate how I approach the draconic analysis. For
space reasons these delineations focus only on the central message. In the process, I offer practical
suggestions on technique based on my experience with celebrity and client charts. The last case study,
Britney Spears, introduces my three-step approach to draconic.

TIMELORDS FEB 2022
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Queen Victoria

This is a good example of how in the draco chart we are looking
for the ‘headline’ news of the life, the big picture. 

The first thing to notice is the shift from major mutable
energy (tropical Gemini) to a fixed Taurus emphasis in the
draconic (including Ascendant): it is the Queen’s part to be
exemplar of value and values (Taurus). Draco Part of
Fortune sits closer to Sun than in the tropical – and this
closer proximity is a form of italics to emphasise a point. As
Elwell observed in the essay referred to above, Victoria
became emblematic of the materialistic prosperity and
moral values of her age (though no account is taken of
societal hypocrisies or the ruthless empire building on
which the nation’s wealth was largely based). Victoria’s
Moon is ‘promoted’ to exaltation in draco Taurus, indicative
of raised importance of the protective mother image (she
was the “mother of the nation”) – and it is worth saying here
that essential dignity of planets is an important guide to
gauging purposes, challenges and strengths.

North Node is moved to the draco 10th house, in keeping with
Victoria’s status, and is tightly but out-of-sign conjunct tropical
Saturn, planet of leadership and responsibility in the public
domain: in Pisces, themes of necessary self-sacrifice pertain.
This is echoed by Jupiter’s shift from Aquarius to its fall in draco
Capricorn, a ‘demotion’, indicative of growth contingent on a life
of stultifying constraint. And placed in the 8th house, reflective
of much sorrow (she suffered a long and painful widowhood).
Victoria was forever at odds with public and parliamentary
expectations of her.
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Greta Thunberg

We do not have her time of birth so in the chart ignore
house positions and points. The teenage climate activist who
inspired the Extinction Rebellion movement has a heavy
tropical Capricorn chart focus with an empowered Mars in
Scorpio, melding initiatory and principled resolve with
fighting spirit. Her draconic chart shifts all the Capricorn to
draco Scorpio, focusing life purpose on passionate,
uncompromising convictions – which is entirely apt. 

Most interestingly, her draco Jupiter in Gemini is exactly
conjunct tropical North Node: in past lives terms, it might be
said that Thunberg came into this world for the purpose
(North Node) specifically to disseminate (Gemini) her
ingrained wisdom as some kind of guru or teacher (Jupiter).
Is there a clue in the charts as to the theme of her
convictions? Look to asteroid Ceres, designated the Earth
Mother. Tropical Ceres sits between draconic North Node
and Saturn in martial Aries while draconic Ceres is out-of-
sign conjunct tropical Mercury, linking Ceres themes with
communications and media. Thunberg quickly mastered
Twitter (making climate change-denier President Trump look
foolish with her fast, parodic humour) and already has
bestselling climate books to her name. 
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Hedy Lamarr

This Hollywood golden age actress and beauty – star of such
movies as the blockbuster Samson and Delilah (1949) and The
Heavenly Body (1944) – was also a pioneering scientist. Though
she had no science education, she invented and patented, among
other things, a frequency-hopping technology in the early 1940s
that “became a precursor to the secure wi-fi, GPS and Bluetooth
now used by billions of people around the world,” as reported by
Forbes. It was as if she had been born programmed with
implanted science knowledge. Glamour queen thesp and geek:
how does this manifest in her draconic analysis?

In her tropical nativity, Moon and Neptune (glamour, illusion,
movies) are conjunct in Leo (theatricality) in her 1st house of self.
Sitting very widely opposite are an elevated Uranus (science,
innovation) in its modern domicile of Aquarius conjunct a boosting
Jupiter. So, her tropical chart already reflects life purposes
accurately. But when set with Lamarr’s draconic chart, emphases
are added. Draco Moon and Neptune stay in Leo but are now out-
of-sign conjunct tropical Virgo South Node, suggesting that it is her
fate somehow to be part of illusion or make-believe by default;
she has the natural-born components for glamour. Opposite sit
draco Uranus conjunct North Node: a science/innovative theme is
built into her life challenges. Like Thunberg’s draco Jupiter on
tropical North Node, Lamarr’s Uranus-on-North Node suggests a
preternatural, prenatal knowledge brought into this life.    

There is a catch. Uranus is ‘demoted’ from its tropical domicile
to draco Pisces while Jupiter is ‘promoted’ to draco Pisces, the
sign’s old ruler, offering a counterbalancing support to 
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D R A C O N I C  A S T R O L O G Y

Uranus. What might this demotion signify
in the life? Although Lamarr is now
celebrated as an unlikely science
innovator, she never earned a penny from
her inventions. Some say she was
effectively robbed by the US government
which used her ideas after her patent
expired in the 1950s. 

Pisces is the sign of self-sacrifice and the
greater good: the draco chart suggests,
perhaps, that such rewards as she will
receive for her science ingenuity will not be
found this side of heaven.
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Britney Spears

The American singer-songwriter and dancer is one of the most successful and
iconic performers in pop music history. She recently was released from a
lengthy conservatorship – which managed all aspects of her life – run by her
father Jamie following a long public campaign. In this example, I introduce my
three-step approach to draconic analysis.

Step 1: Britney Spears’ tropical birth chart. Chart ruler Venus is conjunct South
Node. Planets close to the nodes are of great significance. We may speculate
as to the immense charm that is Spears’ default trait, but the thing to note is
that Venus in Capricorn is disposited by Saturn while Spears’ Saturn that’s
exalted in Libra is disposited by Venus – in other words, we have a mutual
reception by square. With Venus in the 4th house, this square alerts to a
potential problem in matters to do with family (4th), father (Saturn), authority
(Saturn again) and relationship within the family (Venus). The mutual
reception should mitigate the square to some extent, smooth its edges, but
the square is complicated by Saturn’s conjunction with Pluto: Pluto adds
restriction and obstacle, its position in Libra leans toward relationships as an
area to watch for restrictive controls on the person (1st house). Pluto rules
the 2nd house with Scorpio on the cusp, zone of income and assets: another
area to watch for control issues.  

Reincarnationists might very well deduce that Spears enters this life to
address matters of Saturn and Venus: restriction within relationship,
limitations on life pleasures and freedoms imposed by authority.

The nodal axis encompasses Capricorn South Node to Cancer North Node in
the 10th, as does the IC/MC axis, also in the Equal 10th. Once again, Saturn
themes apply which can embrace matters of personal freedom. The nodal
direction of travel is away from authority’s potential restrictions towards 
 Cancer’s greater humanity and sensitivity (in this context), but it’s a sign of
dependency questions. We see that one life purpose has to do with a fight –
Mars in Virgo in the 12th is exactly sextile/trine the nodes.
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D R A C O N I C  A S T R O L O G Y

Cancer is associated with the 4th house, so
matters to do with home environment are a
major theme already in the tropical chart. Its
ruler the Moon (sextile Sun in Sagittarius) is in
Aquarius in the 5th, sign of personal
independence in the house of the individual’s
creative passions.

The Bowl chart shape puts Mars in the lead,
another suggestion of a destiny ‘fight’, though
Mars is not at its best in the 12th house.
Impetus may be interrupted by chaotic
situations or thinking. Mars is disposited by
Mercury in detriment in Sagittarius which is
also an impediment but not one irredeemably
so.

Her chart is highly cardinal, she is born to take
the lead. Her Crescent Moon is knowing and
full of expectation but can be faced with
problems of how to act or activate.
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Step 2: Britney Spears’ draconic birth chart. The most striking feature of this chart is that it captures the creative
strength of Spears in a much more emphatic way than the tropical. Sun, Mercury and Uranus are in Leo, sign of the
vivacious theatricality we associate with Spears at her best. Draco Sun is in its strength, a star that cannot be ignored.
This is part of life purpose, to display and perform, but as we have seen in other charts, a spiritual journey is often
wrapped up with emotional challenges also.

Venus is in its dignity in Libra, a promotion of significance. This alerts us to the ‘relationship’ issue in Spears’ life and
the problems we saw in the tropical chart. The transition from tropical Capricorn to Libra is the passage from
restriction to a shared pleasure, to equality – this is a Spears challenge. Underscoring this is the Moon in draco Libra,
orienting the nature in its highest form towards finding harmony in relationship.

North Node in Aries in the 10th also tells us that it a destiny point to take command of life direction: node ruler Mars is
now in Gemini disposited by Mercury, promoted to the neutral sign of Leo. Mercury rules the draco chart through
Gemini rising: though the planet is in an applying conjunction to the Sun and combust – thought of as debilitating in
traditional systems – I am not persuaded this is of huge significance, given Mercury’s frequent proximity to the Sun. At
most, the combustion may signal a need to stay focused, just as with Mercury retrogrades.

Mars in draco Gemini directs to adaptability and the power of words: with Sun in the 3rd house, the zone of Gemini,
there is a resonance here between Spears’ creativity and her power to communicate/radiate. Mars’ 12th-house
placement may suggest a future where she addresses issues pertaining to psychology, isolation, confinement and
other meaningful themes. Her post-conservatorship life, which was all to do with ‘confinement’ of a sort, may be the
springboard to a new ‘career’.

Jupiter’s exaltation to Cancer in the 1st resonates with the 4th house, the sign’s natural home, suggesting the potential
of growth through growing independence. Pluto now shares Cancer with Jupiter, a conjunction of power and
resilience, which may be expressed in a variety of different ways. It may be part of Spears’ life purpose to find her
power through detachment from parts of family or through a family of her own or some other reinvention pertaining
to family life.

Air is greatly promoted in the draco chart, encouraging greater communication and dispassion as a source of strength.
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Step 3: Britney Spears’ tropical-draconic synastry chart. The tropical chart indicates plainly that there are
issues to do with authority/father and relationship with the family. The self-synastry makes this and other
identified themes a lot starker.

Over in the 12th house, draco South Node conjunct Venus rising is sufficiently close to tropical Mars in Virgo
to confirm that contention must be expected in matters of relationship (in old astrology we might even say a
male-female contention if we wish to continue gendering the planets as per the ancients and medievals). The
out-of-sign nature of the conjunction (Libra-Virgo) takes the matter into the area of health, care and wellbeing
– perhaps this denotes the healing power of resolved conflict.

But the draco South Node-Venus-tropical Mars conjunction forms the apex of a highly problematic t-square
that includes draco Pluto-tropical MC in Cancer at the top of the chart and IC in Capricorn. The Pluto-MC
conjunction bestows huge career ambition, even obsession, and accomplishment. But it also signifies the
possibility of over-controlling influences within the family sphere (Cancer, square South Node-Venus). This is
amplified by Pluto’s opposition to the IC which is ruled by Saturn on the Equal 4th-house cusp:
family/father/authority are implicated in matters of control or influence. It is a major theme of the chart, and
most probably represents the problems Spears faced during her conservatorship, if not before. Or even to
come.

The oppositional energies potentially find resolution through conflict with the apex planets and point (Libra-
Virgo).
Draco Pluto is disposited by draco Moon in Libra in the 1st house – and you can see which tropical planet it
conjoins exactly: Saturn. Just three minutes between them. Tropical Pluto is close by to stir things up further.
This graphically symbolises the very personal nature of the problem (1st), involving the family (Moon) and
authority/father (Saturn). And power (Pluto). The nature of the problem is relationship (Libra) and issues over
equality.

Draco North Node in Aries on the Descendant conjunct Pars Fortuna in the 7th makes a lot clearer the life
challenge to Spears to preserve her independence within relationships. The draco nodal axis forms a t-square
with draco Pluto in Cancer – suggesting that a great self-empowerment is available to her through family crisis
and finding a healthy balance in her unions and alliances.

It’s interesting to see draco Descendant conjunct her tropical Sun in Sagittarius in the 3rd house, and draco
Mars in Gemini sextile North Node: the two aspects are saying similar things, pointing to the need for greater
freedom and staying independent.

Perhaps in a past life she was over-dependent on others, allowed others to ‘consume’ her (remember, tropical
Venus conjunct South Node in Capricorn in the 4th). But you don’t have to embark on a past-life quest. In this
life alone, one sees the themes of her life played out in the charts. A former Princess of Pop she may be – and
the draco indicators reflect her stardom – but her soul requires as much as anything else…air to breathe and
operate. Liberation in union. 
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Passion
Human beings are no strangers to passion, the
innate, emotional desire that attracts us to someone
or something. Oftentimes, passion can be a
motivator that leads us to follow our dreams and
achieve success. However, when expressed in a
maladaptive manner, this primal human emotion
can quickly be perverted into something more akin
to a dangerous obsession and/or infatuation. Crimes
of passion are a common example of this
perversion. 

By definition, a crime of passion is a crime that is
committed without forethought or premeditation
(“in the heat of the moment”) and in response to an
emotional provocation. This is a controversial topic,
as crimes of passion generally receive lesser legal
punishments than premeditated murders. While this
article will not be considering the legal, political, and
social implications of crimes of passion, it will be
examining the topic through the paradigms of
psychology and astrology, in hopes of preliminarily
shedding light on the subject. 

In the psychological realm, passion falls under
motivation theory, with the dualistic model of
passion defining passion as “the intense motivation
for activities that people love, value, and invest much
time and energy in.” However, academia also makes 
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Strong and barely controllable emotion
Intense sexual love 
Intense desire or enthusiasm for something 

the distinction between healthy, harmonious passion
and “obsessive passion” - the latter which produces
intense love and commitment but also threatens
one’s self-control. 

Passion, astrologically 
Astrologically, passion has, at times, been assigned
to either Mars and Pluto (alongside Scorpio and the
8th house). However, astrology fails to make a
distinction between the different types of passion
recognized by the field of psychology. In examining
the literary definitions of passion, one encounters
three differing interpretations: 

1.
2.
3.

Now, in examining these three descriptions, it would
seem that one could easily assign varying planetary
rulers to each of these definitions. For instance,
strong emotion could be situated in the lunar realm,
while intense sexual love would likely be more aptly
suited to the fields of Mars and Pluto. Intense desire
and enthusiasm, on the other hand, seem to
incorporate elements of Venus, Mars, and Jupiter
respectively. 

Crimes ofCrimes of
PassionPassion
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Sample
It should be noted that no crime is black and white - and while it’s difficult to determine whether an
action was premeditated or whether a person had the opportunity to “cool off” before the crime, the
cases utilized in this analysis are ubiquitously described by the media and public as crimes of passion
and are generally categorized in this manner.

The following perpetrators have been examined in this preliminary analysis:

C R I M E S  O F  P A S S I O N

Also note that these are simple observations - a preliminary exploration of the astrology if you will.
A much larger sample size and statistical analysis would be needed to determine the significance of
any patterns for certain.

Lunar Aspects
In examining crimes of passion, most would agree that obsessive passion (rather than harmonious
passion) is the factor at play. However, for a crime to be committed, there also needs to be action.
One could, therefore, ask themselves, “Is there anything notable in the charts belonging to
perpetrators of crimes of passion that stands out in regard to emotions, obsessive passion and/or
action?

Now, when we examine the charts of these perpetrators, a few notable patterns emerge.

Astrologically, when one considers obsessive passion, the qualities of Pluto tend to come to mind.
Indeed, Pluto’s house placement in the natal chart does tend to point to the areas of our
obsessions. However, passion has an emotional quality to it as well. When Pluto is in aspect to the
moon, the emotional and nurturing qualities of the native are melded with Plutonian energy - the
negative expressions of which are often described as intense and vengeful.
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Uranus energy is also associated with similar lightning-
quick changes. When it makes contact with the Moon in a
natal chart, the emotional nature of the native can seem
unpredictable and quickly changing, like an engine where
the driver is alternating between the brakes and the gas.
Indeed, while these people are greatly sensitive, they are
said to experience their feelings in short, sharp shocks. 

Moon-Uranus individuals naturally crave space and
freedom. However, because their experience of giving and
receiving nurturing (Moon) is inconsistent (Uranus), they
can sometimes end up feeling rebuffed or ignored when
they attain this emotional freedom they so desperately
crave. In a genre of bizarre self-fulfilling prophecy, these
natives can, upon feeling any hint of rejection or
ambivalence, quickly turn cold and detached, ultimately
solidifying the experience of emotional isolation that
they’re consciously attempting to avoid. 

With hard aspects in particular, there can be a difficulty
bringing balance between this need for emotional
nurturing and the desire for emotional freedom and
independence. As a result, these individuals may rebel
(Uranus) in situations where they feel like their emotional
(Moon) state is at risk. 

A crime of passion is defined both by its emotional
intensity and its spur of the moment nature. Therefore,
it’s not surprising that Moon-Pluto and Moon-Uranus
aspects show up in the charts of these perpetrators.
Moon-Pluto natives are likely spurred by intense emotions
and perceived betrayals, while Moon-Uranus individuals’
fast-changing emotions lead them to rebel at any sign of
their emotional nature being compromised.

 

Unsurprisingly, the large majority of the perpetrators
examined displayed a major Moon-Pluto aspect (or a strong
Lunar-Plutonian energy) in their natal chart. Nowak, Thaw,
Cecillon, and Pistorius all have Moon-Pluto contacts.Caillaux
and Thaw are Scorpio Moons (Caillaux’s also a Scorpio
Rising), and O.J. Simpson has Moon in the 8th house. Brynn
Hartman and Amy Fisher are the only individuals without
this contact/energy.

However, Brynn Hartman and Amy Fisher do display a
second notable lunar contact that is also prominent in this
group of perpetrators. That is, a Moon-Uranus aspect.
Interestingly, Fisher, Nowak Hartman, Simpson, and Thaw
all carry this planetary contact. Caillaux and Cecillon, while
not having this aspect, also display strong Uranian qualities
in general. Caillaux’s natal Uranus makes major aspects to
four of her natal planets, while Cecillon’s chart shows that
he has Uranus conjunct Sun and Mercury in the 1st house. 

 In the context of crimes of passion, these aspects seem to
make sense. 

Pluto’s realm is that of intensity, the taboo, and all that is
transformative. According to astrologer Sue Tompkins, Pluto
is often connected to situations that cannot be undone.
When Pluto combines with the Moon, it denotes an
individual whose instinctual emotional pattern is to respond
with passion and intensity. These natives often have a
strong need for emotional intimacy but, at their lowest
expression, may be drawn into domestic crises where
emotional blackmail can be used as a weapon of defense or
a tool to get what they want. Their sensitivity to betrayal is
strong, and perceived personal slights can often engender a
type of black-and-white thinking that quickly shifts between
love and hate.  
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But there may be something else at play. 

Moon-Pluto and Moon-Uranus natives do share another
quality aside from emotional changeability: the innate fear
of abandonment. Of course, this fear may not be expressed
in the same way (one would have to properly analyze the
signs and houses involved in the contact), but this
perpetual worry, subconscious or not, can be understood
as underlying many of their natural emotional responses. 

Because the Moon is associated with the mother and the
nurturing one received as a child, astrologically, this fear of
abandonment may be explained by early childhood
experiences.

Regarding Moon-Uranus natives, Sue Tompkins notes:

“The Moon-Uranus experience of giving and
receiving mothering, security, and

emotional holding is nearly always an
inconsistent one. The repercussions of this
can be that the individual, feeling rejected

and cut off in the past perhaps, continually
expects to be rebuffed.” 

The Moon-Pluto native has similar fears regarding
abandonment. Astrologer Judy Hall states that these
natives are simply born attuned to this frequency, likely
due to past life experiences.

In her book Hades Moon: Pluto in Aspect to the Moon, Hall
also describes the maternal bondage that is often
experienced by natives with a Moon-Pluto contact..
Generally, this bondage is experienced in one of two ways:
either through a suffocating relationship with the nurturing
figure or through abandonment and rejection early in life.
Either way, however, the mother can be subconsciously
perceived as a threat, which ultimately associates the
native’s’ idea of love with feelings of danger and/or
abandonment.  

There is not one scenario where one can say, without a
doubt, that an individual would be provoked into taking
such maladjusted and criminal actions as those displayed
in crimes of passion. However, the characteristics denoted
by these lunar aspects do seem to make sense intuitively. A
perceived rejection or betrayal that would seem minor to
most individuals can provoke a primal, life-or-death
reaction to natives boasting a Moon-Pluto aspect. Likewise,
this same perceived rejection or betrayal may spur a sharp,
shock of emotion in the Moon-Uranus individual, causing
them to rebel towards this disturbance of their emotional
state, quickly shifting to a detached and cold state of being
in what was otherwise a close and personal attachment. 
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Martian Aspects
As mentioned, strong, shifting emotions are not the only
characteristic of a crime of passion. A crime, by its nature,
generally requires some type of action - action, being the
realm of Mars. When examining the charts of these
perpetrators, there are few Mars aspects that stand out. 

The most common aspect among these perpetrators is a
Mars-Saturn aspect, exhibited by the majority (6/8) of the
individuals examined: Caillaux, Fisher, Nowak, Simpson,
Thaw, and Cecillon. While Saturn can often temper the
fieriness of Mars, traditionally the connection of these two
malefic planets has long been associated with violence. While
this is not always the case, these individuals are often
attracted to situations where their strength will be tested -
sometimes, as Tompkins notes, to the native’s breaking
point. These testing situations are not necessarily physical
but can relate to emotional or mental testing as well.

Regardless, however, those with Mars-Saturn contacts often
struggle to balance these incompatible forces, ie. assertion
(Mars) versus control (Saturn), and impulse (Mars) versus
discipline (Saturn). Many of the natives with this contact
struggle with showing assertion or anger without taking
things to excess. Tompkins even goes so far as to state that
these natives may experience a strong rage when their will is
thwarted. 

Once again, this aspect doesn’t seem totally surprising when
considered in the context of crimes of passion. It’s clear that
murder isn’t the best way to deal with rejection or betrayal.
However, when faced with an emotionally-loaded or
unpleasant situation, it’s easy to understand how an
invidudal with this placement, could take their self-assertion
or anger to the extreme - sometimes, unfortunately (as
displayed by these crimes), even to the extremes of violence
and death.  

The second most common Mars aspect exhibited by these
perpetrators was, surprisingly, a Mars-Neptune contact.
While Mars-Neptune energy can be associated with the
idealized male archetype, it is also associated with fighting
(Mars) for one’s ideals (Neptune). These individuals will gladly
go to war to defend their idealized fantasies and principals.
Unfortunately, they often don’t anticipate resistance to their
actions, which can sometimes lead to incarceration or other
types of punishments. 

Neptune’s energy is much like that of a gas, expanding and
decimating boundaries. For this reason, those with Mars-
Neptune aspects, especially the hard aspects, can display a
diffuse type of anger that seems to spread onto situations
and people without restriction. Unlike Mars-Saturn natives,
there is rarely a specific target for the Mars-Neptune’s native
anger once it begins to broil. Oftentimes, there can also be a
tendency to victimize ones self, with the native becoming (or
at least believing that they have become) the unjust target of
the aggression of others. 

C R I M E S  O F  P A S S I O N
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Incorporating Psychological Theories 
Upon completing this astrological analysis, it seemed
somewhat surprising that Mars-Neptune would have such
a heavy presence amongst perpetrators of crimes of
passion. While a diffuse type of anger may make sense in
this context, I believe that the real connection here lies in
the Mars-Neptune native’s willingness to fight for their
ideals - for better or for worse. 

While very little work has been done to examine crimes of
passion in the realm of psychology, psychologists and
other academics have been examining stalking (and those
who partake in it) much more closely in recent years.
Stalking is often studied in combination with obsessive
passion and obsessive relational intrusion (ORI), the latter
defined as repeated unwanted behaviors towards a
partner that invade his or her personal privacy and cause
fear for his or her safety. 

Interestingly, in psychological studies, obsessive passion
and ORI seem to be mediated by an individual’s fear of
abandonment, ie. those with a greater fear of
abandonment are more likely to experience the obsessive
passion and to partake in ORI in their relationships. The
fact that obsessive passion and fear of abandonment can
mediate these relational intrusions seems to be supported
by the fact that many of the perpetrators of crimes of
passion displayed aspects that point to the potential for
obsession and a strong fear of abandonment (Moon-Pluto,
Moon-Uranus). While stalking and a crime of passion are
clearly different crimes, ORI may potentially tie them
together.  

In another study, the authors described the various
psychological theories that have been proposed to explain
stalking. Routine activity theory is the first theory described
and seems to relate mainly to victims of stalking rather
than the perpetrators. Attachment theory has also been
used to explain this behavior, with psychologists noting
that a significant number of stalkers have an insecure-
preoccupied attachment style. 

In the same article, the authors propose a third possible
explanation called “the linking and obsessive rumination
theory.” This theory states that stalkers cognitively connect
a low-order goal with a higher-order goal. For instance,
they may link having a spouse (low-order goal) with having
a good, happy life (high-order goal). Therefore, when the
relationship collapses, it is not only affecting the
relationship status (low-order goal) but also preventing the
individual from achieving their high-order goal (a happy
life). The researchers propose that stalkers then engage in
obsessive rumination on the subject then until the
thoughts either go away or the individual’s goal is
achieved. 
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While a crime of passion would likely not incorporate
rumination, it’s very possible that the subconscious linking
of low-order and high-order goals may play a role in their
perpetration - a role which is potentially being
demonstrated by the “fight for your ideals” of the Mars-
Neptune contact.

Conclusion 
Crimes of passion are an example of obsessive passion
that alters one’s sense of self-control. In examining the
natal charts of perpetrators of these crimes, the majority
demonstate Moon-Pluto and Moon-Uranus aspects (or
energy), which relate to intense emotions, black-and-white
thinking, emotional instability, and a fear of abandonment.
These perpetrators also largely exhibit major Mars-Saturn
and Mars-Neptune aspects, pointing to a difficulty in
appropriately asserting one’s self and showing anger
and/or a diffuse type of anger that can be unleashed when
fighting for one’s ideals. 

Recent psychological studies state that a strong fear of
abandonment (seen astrologically in the chart of these
perpetrators) mediate an individual’s level of obsessive
passion and obsessive relational intrusions (ORI), and the
cognitive “linking and obsessive rumination theory” may
serve to explain Mars-Neptune’s role in the chart of these
perpetrators. Lastly, it should be noted that these
observations form only a preliminary exploration; a larger
sample size and statistical analysis is required to determine
the significance of these findings.

C R I M E S  O F  P A S S I O N
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The Spider Dream
This first example is a bit of a doozy. The dreamer posted the dream on social media and provided a little
background information. . .the dreamer is an arachnophobe. Her response to seeing a spider is to strike and
kill. Just to make this fear even more irrational, she happens to think spiders sense this in her and for the
most part, they stay out of her way. When she was in Australia, she was terrified she would see a big spider
(she didn’t see anything--not that she went looking!). So let’s keep in mind that the dreamer and spiders are
not friends. It’s important for this story.
Here’s the dream from the dreamer’s post:

I had a terrible dream about a big, hairy spider the other night. I was in this house and this MONSTER just
emerged and so my friend kicked it down the stairs, knocking six (yes I counted in my dream) of its legs off as
it fell. When I peeked down the stairs to make sure it was dead, it hopped back up the stairs on its remaining
two legs, telling me it was going to get me.

The main symbols of this dream are:
--a big hairy spider (about the size of a small dog)
--a male friend
--the legs of the spider
--the mortally injured spider speaking and threatening me

A few years ago I had the pleasure of listening to Rod Suskin’s lecture on astrological dreamwork at the
IVC conference in India. Essentially, he treats dreams as a horary with an emphasis on the 9th house

using the Regiomantanus house system. Intrigued by his technique, I began experimenting with my own
dreams and eventually began working with another dreamer. For this article, I will share the dream as

conveyed to me, list the main symbols, analyse the natal 9th house and then interpret the dream. 
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I, as the dream interpreter, received the dream at
11:26am on 30 May 2020 when the dreamer contacted
me and constructed the chart for this time.
Remember, Rod’s technique is to treat the dream as
we would a horary with a concentration on the 9th
house and as in all horaries, the Moon of the chart.

Natally, the dreamer has Capricorn on the 9th house
cusp with Saturn, its ruler, in the 11th . This suggests
the dreamer may be concerned with her relationships
with friends and it is very interesting indeed she took
to social media as a means of sharing her dream.
Although it is outside the rules of horary, the asteroid
Arachne was within a one degree conjunction of the
Moon of the dream chart. Natally Arachne is conjunct
the dreamer’s Neptune and South Node and transiting
Neptune was opposing it in the dream chart.

The dreamer reported a feeling a repulsion upon
awakening from the dream. The Moon, the significator
as the dreamer, in Virgo. Rod says the 9th house rules
the dream itself and Mars, the ruler of the 9th, is
opposite the Moon in Pisces and in the 7th (“open
enemies”). That the dreamer took to social media to try
to make sense of the spider dream shows the apex of
the T square from that opposition is the Sun in Gemini
(loosely conjunct Venus) in the 10th. It’s like the dream
is a threat to the dreamer and she needed to push the
dream into a public place (social media) in order to be
freed from its terror.

Rod says dreams ruled by Mars are associated (by
tradition) with “violence, conflict, men, weapons,
dangerous animals, fire, dogs.” The dreamer’s friend
who kicked the spider was male and the dreamer felt 
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 strongly that the spider was male too–and it certainly
was a dangerous animal that very much looked like a
small, furry-yet-vicious dog with eight legs. The
conversation about the dream helped the dreamer to
remember that there was also a fire that was
deliberately set. She also remembered that when the
spider started coming after her, she picked up a
broom handle (conveniently located) and finished the
spider off, leaving it in big, disgusting pieces on the
stairs. So Mars in Pisces is an apt significator for the
dream itself.

Another theme that has been on the dreamer’s mind
had been the issue of service to the community (Moon
in Virgo). A couple of years ago, she had sworn that
she’d never work for free again but she was feeling,
with things being as they are in the thick of the
pandemic, that it was time to relax that rule. She had
recently agreed to make several appearances for free
and was delighted to be able to do so. She indicated
that she didn’t feel she had taken advantage of in this
regard, but she could see she may have been anxious
about being taken advantage of in other ways. She
thought that Moon in Virgo wanted to work on those
leaks made by Mars in Pisces and that the spider
dream was serving as a warning.

While she couldn’t see that she would ever be able to
study or appreciate arachnids the way some people
can, she could–through this dream–appreciate the
frailty, the revulsion and the fascination she had for
certain men who had figuratively (or actually) posed a
threat to her. What she found comforting and showed
that she was not just some paranoid man-hater is that
her saviour (the one who kicked the spider down the
stairs, disabling it so it would be slow enough for me
to kill it) was a man too. Her revulsion upon awaking
was something she could attribute to the shame she
felt when she beat that spider to pieces.

After the discussion, the dreamer was even able to
find something funny about the dream. That poor old
spider, after being kicked down the stairs and losing
six of its legs, was hardly in a position to put up any
more of a fight, she told me. However, it did become
bipedal, it acquired a male voice and it aggressively
chased her in its final seconds. The dreamer’s
response was to beat it to death and leave it in big,
disgusting pieces. She felt immense guilt that she over-
used her strength to kill that spider. After all, she
laughed, it was on its last legs.
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The Lost Suitcase
The same dreamer shared a second dream:
My dream was that I had been drinking at a pub with
friends and then had to take a train home. In the
dream, I knew the station I needed to get to but I got
confused and ended up being on the wrong platform
and missed my train. This delayed my return home
and the next morning, I slept in late for work.

I then realised I had left a suitcase on the train
platform. The suitcase contained my mobile phone
and my laptop charger. My laptop was flat so there
was no way for me to call school. For some reason, I
was living with an old lady who may have been the
landlady. What I was focused on was getting work but
things kept happening to delay me further (I can’t
remember all of them) and I was getting increasingly
anxious. And then, this guy told me I had to make
some sort of delivery. When I explained that I couldn’t,
we ended up rowing and in the end, I just gave in and
did what he wanted. I felt utterly defeated and certain
I’d never make it to school to teach.

The main symbols of the dream are:
–Drinking at the pub with friends
–Getting lost at the train station
–Being late for work
–Being unable to communicate
–Losing a suitcase with items that would help her alert
the school to her tardiness (or at least set cover to
offset problems)
–An older woman who was living with me
–A man who demanded that I do a delivery

I received the dream on 23 July 2020 at 10:53
As the dreamer, the Moon in Virgo in the 11th house
represents the dreamer. Her progressed Venus as
well as her Solar Return ascendant are on this degree.
This seems to be very social and so represents the
evening in the pub with friends. The 11th house
represents wishes. What did the dreamer wish for? In
the middle of Lockdown, she wished for evening
nights out with friends! But things go badly wrong
after her wish was fulfilled in my dream. .
 
The 9th house can represent the dream itself but in
this case, the symbols don’t seem to work. Taurus
rules the 9th and Venus in Gemini is the sole occupier.
This is far too travel-pleasant for a nightmare of trying
to get to work. However, Venus is square Neptune in
the 6th. She is lost and confused and can’t get to
work!
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Mercury is the chart ruler as well as the ruler of the Moon
and is located in Cancer which is intercepted in the 10th.
The Moon and Mercury are in mutual reception. Cancer is
“swallowed up” in the 10th. In her dream, the dreamer
indicated she felt utterly helpless to control what was
happening. She could not communicate. She had to get to
work (10th house) but she woke up late and many things
conspired to keep her from doing what she knew she
should have been doing. But her lost suitcase was a major
problem. Possessions are found in the second house.
Libra is the sign, Venus is the ruler. As we had seen, she is
square to Neptune. Hence the lost suitcase!

The woman who lived with the dreamer in the dream did
not have a particularly active role. But as the drama of the
dream took place in the dreamer’s home, the fourth
house is of interest. Jupiter is the ruler of the fourth and is
part of the triple conjunction (with Jupiter and Saturn)
which is opposite the Sun in the 10th. Here are the
emotions of this dream: she can’t get to work. Jupiter in
the dream is debilitated by essential dignity as he in his
fall. In the dreamer’s natal chart, Jupiter in Cancer (16
degrees) could not be more dignified. In other words, in
my dream the dreamer could not handle the fallen
Jupiter.

As a former frequent traveller currently in lockdown, the
dreamer felt the symbol of her home represented her
feelings of worry and frustration during lockdown. The
delivery man who demanded she deliver the items she
had ordered is represented by Mars in Aries in the 7th.
This Mars is aggressive, pushy and demanding. Perfect
description for the man of this nightmare. Mars is square
Mercury which seems an apt symbol for the row they had.
Mars is also conjunct Chiron and so this seems to be the
complete defeat that she felt so strongly. As it happens,
the dreamer did have a rather unpleasant encounter with
someone the day before and she was able to see how it
may have disturbed her sense of peace. She felt
“swallowed up” with the force of the other person’s
nature.

The dreamer sort of blamed herself for her predicament
because she had been drinking in the pub with friends,
got lost, woke up late and launched a whole stream of
events that caused her anxiety. Only the day before the
dream, she had discussed with a friend that they needed
to be careful with our drinking habits. They agreed that
many people were getting into the habit of drinking on
their own during lockdown (the dreamer liked to Zoom
with friends with a drink). She said it was her intention to
knock it on the head as her birthday was over. 

Although this may seen like a fairly standard anxiety
dream, the dreamer always felt that understanding the
symbols helped her find peace.
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The Queen and Her Angry Spirits
A different dreamer (“V) shared two dreams with me.
“I had a dream last night. At the private funeral of a
royal Queen. The tomb vibrated, objects moved about,
indicating an angry spirit. What looked like a small
branch or large twig flew out of the hands of one
servant and into the hands of another.”

I received the dream 22 July 2020 at 16:09, London UK
and constructed the chart.

The symbols are:
–A funeral held in private
–A Royal Queen
–A vibrating tomb
–Moving objects as if by an angry spirit
–A branch
–The branch flying from the hands of servant into the
hands of another

Following the rules for dream interpretation, the
symbolism was very clear:
The Moon in Leo represents V as the dreamer and is
in 9th house (the dream itself). The 9th house Moon is
within 4 degrees of V’s natal Pluto and descendant.
This may account for the intensity of it. According to
Deborah Houlding, the 9th house is also about “Long
distance travel, voyages and journeys that take us to
an unfamiliar environment. Overseas, foreign
countries and distant places. Foreigners, pilgrims and
explorers. Places and situations where we seek
guidance and wisdom from others. Where we reach
out into the unknown in search of widening our
knowledge and understanding.” 

A S T R O L O G I C A L  D R E A M W O R K

 Leo of course is a Royal sign and so is an apt symbol
for the Queen of the dream. The ruler of the 9th
house, the Sun, is in the 8th (death and privacy) and
opposite the triple conjunction of Pluto (the co-ruler
of the chart), Jupiter and Saturn in the 2nd. The 2nd
house, according to Houlding, rules moveable
possessions (i.e. not houses). Although a little too far
out of orb to be opposite the Sun, by conjunction to
the other planets, Jupiter as the ruling planet of the
2nd, is pulled into the configuration. The dream could
be connected to finances.

Mercury in Cancer, ruled by the Moon in Leo, is also in
the 8th house. Mercury rules the 10th house which is
about matters relating to employment and
reputation. Mars, in its dignity in Aries, is in the 4th
house and is square to Mercury. In horary, the 4th
house is the father and Mars rules the chart. This is
the angry spirit with a message. The ruler of the 4th is
Jupiter (and Neptune) which is part of that triple
opposition to the Sun. Could V’s dream be about his
parents rowing over money in the Afterlife?

Because the dream was so powerful, I immediately
thought of connections to V’s deceased mother who
was a foreigner and so my first thought was that the
dead Queen represented her. Could it be that V felt
she wanted him to do something? Did V feel his
mother was trying to tell him something about the
way he was managing his finances or legacy (8th
house)? However, I wanted V to confirm this rather
than me suggesting it.
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The Mourning After
After reading my rudimental interpretation of the
symbols, V told me he had been going through a phase
of disarray and was feeling he was in a crisis. Like too
many of us, V indicated a lack of social stimulation
meant it was hard not to fill lonely hours with bad
habits (such as drinking on our own) which we would
never do outside of lockdown. Neptune is conjunct the
IC of the dream chart and it rules his natal Moon in
Pisces. After the dream, he felt he needed to restore
order in his life.

It seemed to me V felt ‘told off’ and was compelled to
do something. He confirmed this by saying one of the
things he did the morning after the dream was to
resolve an issue with the bank. Sometimes you don’t
even have to understand the symbols consciously in
order to act. This is the real beauty of dreams: they tell
us what we need to know.

The final symbol of the dream was the exchange of the
branches between servants. In the dream chart,
Uranus is in Taurus (leaves, plants etc) and is in 6th
(servants). Uranus trines the MC in Virgo, a double-
bodied sign representing the exchange. The earthiness
of these signs seems to symbolise the branches in the
dream and its transference from Taurus (stability) to 

Between a Sock and a Hard Place
This next dream also came from V. He gave me few
details about his dream but through a few questions
and answers, he was able to work out the meaning of
the dream. Essentially, in the dream he had been given
his brother a pair of socks as a gift and had been
thrown out of his brother’s house.

I received the dream on 7 June 2020 at 15:11 in London
and constructed the chart.
Natally, V has Sagittarius ruling the 9th house
(Regiomontanus) with Saturn also in the house. His
natal Venus is exactly opposite Saturn and his Moon in
Pisces is the apex of a T square from both of these
planets. This shows great tension. One way V may try
to resolve this tension is through analysing or
compartmentalising his experiences through the
Moon’s opposite sign (Virgo). upiter, the ruler of
Sagittarius, is in Virgo, in the 7th house. V’s dreams
may try to communicate areas of his life that need
work (Saturn). Saturn in Sagittarius in the 9th would
take dreams seriously. His dreams may also involve
travelling or may give him the opportunity to examine
his personal philosophies through his relationships 

Virgo the sign of health and wellness) seemed to
indicate a worry he had. Was V worried about
compromising his health (Virgo conjunct MC)
because of his need to stabilise his finances through
work? V had had his annual health check recently
and any test–be it medical or otherwise–causes
stress. Although the medical test went well, there
seemed to be things on V’s mind that caused him to
worry through his dreams.

The Mercury and Mars of the dream were square so
it is interesting both feature in V’s transits to his
natal planets. V has transiting Uranus in Taurus
conjunct his Mercury. This signals shifts in thinking
and communicating as it occurs in his natal 3rd
house. Such radical changes can be a challenge to
work with and certainly V seems very busy with
Mercurial themes. Transiting Mercury in Cancer is
conjunct his natal Mars in the 5th house which is a
signal that V needs to address what he does for
recreation. In V’s case, it was realising he needed to
cut back on alcohol. He understood this message
and is taking appropriate steps.

These astrological symbols seem to have a meaning
for V and so they have entered his dreamworld.

with other people (Jupiter). 

From other conversations, I know V and his brother
have a troubled relationship and that their mother
had recently passed. That V had a dream about his
brother seemed to indicate something isn’t settled in
V’s mind and he needs to work towards finding a
resolution. I found it interesting that V had this
dream as natally, he has Jupiter opposite the Moon:
this aspect can be over-protective emotionally.
Generally, socks represent comfort and care.

V, as the dreamer, is represented by the Moon in
Capricorn, in the 3rd. The 3rd house rules siblings
and V is the brother who has to work towards
resolution (as it’s his dream). Gemini is the sign on
the 9th house with Mercury in Cancer as the ruler.
The Moon and Mercury are in opposition and so this
seems to represent the conflict.

I asked V if the dream was related to his mother (the
Moon ruling the Mercury of the dream) and initially
he said it wasn’t. However, he later connected that
his mother used to give the brothers gifts such as
socks and other practical items for Christmas.

A S T R O L O G I C A L  D R E A M W O R K
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The Moon in Capricorn is ruled by Saturn in Aquarius
which pulls Jupiter and Pluto into the mix by
conjunction. These planets are in the 4th house, the
house of roots, home and family. This dream was an
unpleasant experience of being thrown out of his
brother’s house. Saturn’s modern ruler is Uranus which
is in the 8th. The brothers had a conflict over a family
legacy and that was their final contact with each other.
Uranus makes easy connections to both the Moon and
Mercury and so seems to represent the brothers’
estrangement.

Because they are associated with fun and celebrations,
gifts are found in the 5th house and that Mars is
conjunct Neptune in Pisces is a great match for the
symbol of socks and feet. Mars in Pisces is exactly trine
the MC, meaning this symbol is seeking exposure to the
public. One brother had given the other a symbol of
motherly love (natal Moon opposite Jupiter) and the
receiver “thanked” the giver by throwing him out of his
home. It is striking that V, although he said he would
never speak to his brother again, was the one who was
instigating family connections in the dream. He was the
one who was working towards reconciliation (Moon in
Capricorn).

Powerful dreams will have connections to the natal chart
and we are not disappointed with connections found
between V and his dream. 

V’s natal Neptune in Scorpio is rising in the dream chart.
Perhaps this is why the symbol of socks was able to
enter his consciousness and the brothers’ last contact
had something to do with their mother’s legacy. , V’s
Moon is conjunct Mars/Neptune in Pisces of the dream
and opposite to V’s natal Jupiter in Virgo. This suggests
sV associates socks with the comfort he received from 

 his mother. V added he felt he was invisible to his
brother in the dream which is nicely symbolised by
Neptune as well.

V’s Mars in Cancer is exactly conjunct the Mercury of
the dream. V was understandably angry with his
brother for his treatment of him. He had given his
brother a memory of their mother only to be ejected
from the brother’s home.

Most strikingly, V’s Venus is exactly conjunct the Venus
of the dream and is the chart ruler of the dream.
Currently, Venus is combust "under the beams" of the
Sun, invisible. I asked V if he felt there was something
hidden. I thought perhaps (as Venus is in Gemini)
there was missing information. V felt this represented
the breaking of the brotherly bond which also fits the
symbol. As V has a natal Venus-Saturn opposition, this
seems to be a correct signification of the relationship.
V’s natal Mercury is exactly conjunct the Uranus of the
dream which reinforces the estrangement.

The opposition between the Moon in Capricorn and
Mercury in Cancer seems an apt representation of the
tension between the brothers, the memory of the
mother and V’s efforts to make amends with his
brother in the dream.

I'd be delighted to extend this work with other
dreamers who are willing to share their dream with
me. I can be contacted at alex.trenoweth@gmail.com 

Rod's full article is available at:
 https://www.astro.com/astrology/ivccn_article190621_e.htm

Alex Trenoweth - Agent 144 is an award-winning astrologer who has

lectured at conferences around the world. Also a professional teacher, her

main area of astrological expertise is working with families. In addition to

her seminal work found in “Growing Pains: Astrology in Adolescence” and

the Adolescent report for Solar Writer, she has written “Mirror Mirror: The

Astrology of Famous People and the Actors Who Portrayed Them”.

www.alextrenoweth.co.uk
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Knowing the weather can help us make plans. If
it is raining then we can decide whether to go
out and play in the puddles or stay home on the
couch with a good book. Astro Weather is the
same. Knowing the planets at play can offer us
the same choices.

As we move forward into 2022 the Astro Weather is
dominated by two major astrological influences – the shift of
the Nodes into new Zodiac Signs on January 19, and the
conjunction of Jupiter and Neptune on April 13.

Firstly, the Nodes shift from Gemini and Sagittarius and enter
Taurus and Scorpio, marking a significant change in the
human psyche. The South Node in Sagittarius has placed limits
on travel, and freedom of movement on a global scale; while
the North Node in Gemini has encouraged travel bubbles, new
means of communication and different ways of connecting
with others. Now, the emphasis moves to resources. The
South Node in Scorpio is likely to shift us from our comfort
zones. Collectively, we can no longer look back or try to
recreate the past. With the North Node in Taurus, we need to
look towards a more practical way of living. This North Node
encourages us to embrace a new normal that involves looking
at our basic needs, and looking after mother earth. Resources
may be limited and so a need to share becomes a focus.
Esoterically, Taurus is connected with the Third Eye, or the eye
of insight or the faculty of intuitive insight or prescience.
Therefore, it is time to consider how to live more closely to our
soul purpose. We have time to learn our nodal lessons. The
next shift occurs in July 2023.

The other significant planetary dance is that of jovial Jupiter
with nebulous Neptune. These two planets conjoin on April 13
in one of the major combinations of the year. This is a one-off
connection making it a very potent one. Together these two
combine in their common Zodiac Sign of Pisces portending
either great fortune or perhaps a super spreader of the
current pandemic. Most likely this “cosmic kiss” is one that
offers us some relief from the restrictions that other planetary
influences have forced upon us. Together Jupiter and Neptune
certainly offer great spiritual growth, a time during which we
can tune into our artistic or spiritual selves, the getting of
spiritual wisdom. his is a once in a 166-year occurrence. The
two planets combine more regularly in different Zodiac Signs
but only once in every 166 years in the same sign. So, 1856
and 1690 are the last times that they came together in Pisces.
The arts, religion and philanthropic fields are likely to

WHAT'S THE WEATHER?WHAT'S THE WEATHER?
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increase in influence during such times. A brief look back in
history sees the birth of theosophy with Madam Blavatsky
visiting Tibet and receiving her mission in 1856. A Mormon
revolution was also occurring in the USA. The impressionist
art movement was also on the rise. Further back in 1690 we
see the Clarinet invented in Germany, England’s Act of Grace
forgiving followers of the deposed James 11 and the
Presbyterian Church of Scotland being reformed.

An interesting aside is that the first paper money was
manufactured in the Americas in 1690. Nostradamus has
predicted the collapse of the US Dollar in 2022.
The 2022 Jupiter Neptune conjunction takes place at 23
Pisces. If you have anything at all at 23 degrees of the zodiac
signs, this is likely to give you a cosmic boost. Jupiter is the
planet of kings, of rewards from people in high places, of
recognition for a job well done, and of expansion. Neptune, is
the planet of escapism. On the positive side this means using
your imagination, being inventive and creative, tapping into
the spiritual world and universal love. 2022 could see a rise in
compassion, forgiveness and acceptance of polarised
sections of society. A few countries which are triggered at this
23 Pisces point are Russia, Slovakia and the United States’
Civil War Chart (which incidentally occurred in 1860, not long
relatively speaking after 1856).

While many astrologers are predicting positivity for this
Jupiter/Neptune conjunction, it is worth mentioning that it
occurs very near in time to a conjunction of Saturn and Mars
on April 5, 2022 in Aquarius. These two planets have a
reputation for bringing difficulty, and could be linked to more
lockdowns in various parts of the world. Once again, a super
spreader variant of the Covid virus under the Jupiter/Neptune
conjunction cannot be ruled out. This is also supported by a
Solar Eclipse that occurs in Taurus on April 30. This eclipse is
about listening to or rebelling against authority figures, either
in your own family, or professional circuit, or as a community.
Being forewarned is to be pre-armed. This partial eclipse
influences Chile, Argentina, Bolivia and South Peru. So, watch
this space!

You can find more detailed accounts by following her on
Instagram at @seeingwithstars

T H E  A S T R O  W E A T H E R  F O R  T H E  N E X T  3  M O N T H S  

Stephanie Johnson -Agent 88 is one of the co-founders of
Esoteric Technologies, the company that creates the Solar Fire suite

of astrology products. She has helped create, design, develop and
author Solar Fire and the other products. In particular she is the

author of many of Solar Writer range of astrology reports, 
 published online internationally at www.myastrologycharts.com 
She is now the sole Director for Esoteric Technologies. Stephanie

runs her own Seeing With Stars astrology consultation business as
well as editing the Australian Data Collection.

www.esotech.com.au    www.seeingwithstars.net 
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Olga Morales Agent 33 - is a Professional Astrologer/Cosmobiologist, Author, Educator and Gann Trader. With a BA in Psychology from

Melbourne University, a professional certificate from the Australian Academy of Astrology and Cosmobiology and an advanced certificate in
Cosmobiology from the Regulus Ebertin School of Astrology. Since 1999, she has been consulting private clients, writing articles, teaching

personal astrology to local private groups and lecturing.  Olga has developed an independent online study course, specifically designed to
teach basic to more advanced astrological techniques. These courses are designed specifically for those interested in Gann Trading and

Financial Astrology. www.astrologyforganntraders.com.au   Follow Olga's updates on Twitter https://twitter.com/AstroGann33 
Diagrams: Image 1 : generated from www.astro-seek.com, all others authors own:
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SIGNS - CONSTELLATIONS 
 Aries - The Ram 
Taurus - The Bull 

Gemini - The Twins 
Cancer - The Crab

Leo - The Lion
Virgo - The Maiden
 Libra- The Scales

Scorpio - The Scorpion
Sagittarius - The Archer
Capricorn - The Sea Goat

Aquarius - The Water Bearer
Pisces - The Fish

February begins with Venus and Mars joining up in
morning sky. Venus  rising 30° ahead of the Sun has just
finished her retrograde, and now awaits Mars to catch
her by Feb 16th, teaming up like allies before their
meeting with Pluto at 27° Capricorn in the first days of
March.

Visually as morning stars in the southern hemisphere
Venus can be seen below Mars and to the his left, and in
the northern hemisphere Venus can be seen just above
and to the left of Mars. Remember as we look to toward
the celestial equator from either hemisphere, we are
looking up or down from above our below. To
understand this turn your back to the celestial equator
and tilt your head backwards to see things as if from the
other hemisphere, helpful when seeing graphics, photos
and images that show the opposite hemisphere you are
in. The image shown on this page, is set for Melbourne
Australia on 7th Feb 6:00am, with Mars, Venus and
Mercury as visible morning stars, as the Sun and Saturn
rise, Mars is at the head of the Archer constellation, near
fixed star Kaus Borealis, with Mercury on his cape,
Venus on the shield, known as the small constellation
Scutum and the Sun and Saturn plot their next cycle in
the belly of the Sea Goat.

In recent years it has become quite significant to
separate the words used for constellations and signs, so
as not to confuse people when learning and trying to
understand astrology as it translates in the real sky. I am
more than often surprised as practising astrologers,
have no idea what goes on above. As we know
precession has separated signs from constellations over
the past 2000 years by now 25°, and using different
words to define SIGNS and CONSTELLATIONS help us
also separate them. It really is the foremost requirement
fo understanding what we are doing as astrologers,,
lesson 101 for me when teaching about signs and
constellations. If we don't get set on the right course,
our astrology will be off  by miles in the future. Of
course it is the one big  thing we get ridiculed for so
much by astronomers,  that we don’t understand the
difference. Using these differentiations will help us all
advance further this understanding and maybe teach
astronomers a thing or two!
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The image above shows the three 3 types of zodiacs we should all be aware of as seen on an astrology chart. 

Tropical Zodiac :The inner wheel set at zero Aries, all signs are of equal size 30° each, that begins when the Sun 
crosses the equator at the vernal Equinox, set for 7th Feb, 2022, Melbourne, 6:00am 

Sidereal Zodiac: The 2 middle wheel, all signs are 30° each, begining with the include the Lahiri ayanamsa calculations 
(there are various others) that begins with zero Aries on April 15th when the Sun is opposite the fixed star Spica. 

We can see the 24° difference quite clearly in the diagram. 
Constellational Zodiac: Showing the various size differences of the constellations in regard to the signs,

 for example The Maiden(Virgo) takes up about 50° of the ecliptic, whereas Scorpio are large constellation, as it 
crosses the ecliptic  only takes up about 10°.

 The  diagram below   shows the same as above, with the Constellations as their asterisms seen in the sky.
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Back to the skies ahead!  From around February 9th, 2022, Venus
reaches her greatest brilliancy, and it is at these times you can
even spot Venus during the day, follow the Sun on the ecliptic line
or use your trusty phone app to find exact position. Read FULL
article on her next cycle here and dates for next 19mth cycle.

Jupiter is still seen in evening sky during February and begins to
sink into the Sun’s beams by mid Feb, making morning skies much
more exciting during February for planet watching, with the first
exact Mars - Venus conjunction at 17° Capricorn on 16th February.
Worth getting up for. Mars and Venus travel together for an
unusual and visible morning star phase for over 50 days using a 5°
orb in February and March. Yet we can see using Stellarium and
the graphic ephemeris, (See page 38) that they won’t completely
meet by parallel and declination during this period.

By March 6th Jupiter meets the Sun at 16° Pisces, as Mars and
Venus make their next conjunction at zero Aquarius, much closer
in the real sky than the previous meet up,  and 3° apart in parallel,
almost a teasing aspect if you think about what Mars and Venus
mean. (see image top right) Visually they are now both ahead of
the Sea Goat, heading thru the Sea Goat constellation, moving
forward yet following where Mercury, Saturn and the Sun have just
been, leaving clues along the way.

By the time of the Vernal Equinox, Venus reaches her 48°
maximum elongation from the Sun, before meeting Saturn on
March 29th, followed by Mars and Saturn meeting on the 5th April
at 22° Aquarius this time at the tail of the Sea Goat. Mars will make
a direct hit in the same declination and therfore parrallel to Saturn,
(see image middle right and also graphic ephemeris) making this a
most significant meeting, the last few have also been close, 2020,
2018 , but not always. Learning to see conjunctions by parrellel, is 
 a great way to see how planets truly line up, not just in zodiacal
longitude measured  along the ecliptic. When planets line up on all
levels we know we have a most significant alignment occuring.

With the divine conjunction of Jupiter and Neptune meeting at 24°
Pisces on  April 13th, they also meet at the same parralle
accentuating their coming together in Pisces. They meet near the
circlet of the Fish constellation the head of the Southern fish.
Researching this part of the sky and its meaning in other cultures
and cosmologies, its interesting to note that in Taiwan, China and
Korean starlore, this area of the sky denotes clouds, rain, lightning
and thunderbolts. In  ancient Lithuania this area of the sky and the
Fish constellation were seen as a lightening bolt, connecting
Heaven and Earth. In western greek mythology the story of the Fish
and the origin of PIsces, tell the tale of Aphrodite and her son Eros
being chased by a  monster, Typhon (Typhoon comes to mind) )So
they turned into fish and jumped into the River to escape. They
tied themselves together with a cord to make sure they would not
lose one another in the tumbling waters. Venus and Mars also
enter tropical Pisces, Venus April 6th and Mars April 15th joining
the divine gathering, a visual feast to behold, with the balsamic
Moon joining also at the end of April. Also quite a signature for wild
and wet weather ahead! 

Learning to use declination and parrallel with the graphic
ephemeris and software like Stellarium give us a better visual
sense of what is happening in the sky. The mornings are on fire in
the coming months, so get out there and take it in!
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All stellarium images set for Melbourne, Australia. 
Graphics by author.

Agent 12 - Julija Simas is the founder and chief at the C*I*A.
Julija has been practising, circulating and teaching astrology since starting the
C*I*A in 2005. Having lectured online and in many parts of the globe at various
conferences and schools, Agent 12 devotes most of her time to the C*I*A,
managing the membership, content and speakers as well as doing her own
research, client work  and managing C*I*A's social media channels, and now a
magazine! https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/julija-simas/
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The transiting nodal dynamics never cease to amaze me.
This quarter takes place within the final Draconic Bowl,
wherein the Lunar Nodes have changed sign backwards to
Taurus and Scorpio, but will still contain the planets within
their Northern Hemisphere, until April 24 2022. Only
Mercury in Gemini will have managed to escape their
clutches by the end of the quarter. True to past iterations,
we have seen a global explosion of Omicron during this
third season of the pattern. The Full Moons are falling in
the late degrees of the signs they rotate through, due to the
uneven calendar of the first few months of the year
(February and April only having 28 and 30 days), so keeping
more closely in line to the Moon’s natural monthly cycle of
29.5 days. The change to the degrees of the nodal axis
(moving back through the Zodiac) will make close aspects to
the luminaries who move forward one sign each month for
their lunations. Pluto will be included in the party from the
29th degree of Capricorn, taking on more significance now,
as ruler of the South Node in Scorpio. Minor planetary
bodies in Sedna and Hekate have drawn my attention
during the current period, due to their proximity to the
Nodes, Pluto and Eris. 

 Sedna was discovered by Mike Brown’s astronomy group
in 14 November 2003, during the last Taurus/Scorpio cycle,
around 2 degrees from an exact conjunction to the North
Node. She is one of the most slow-moving Trans-Neptunian
Objects, meeting the criteria for a dwarf planet and having
a massive orbit of around 11,400 years. She has moved
only 11 degrees in the 18 years since her discovery and will
conjoin the North Node exactly on February 4 2022. Sedna
was named for the Inuit Goddess of the sea mammals.
Mike Brown felt her position out in the cold depths of space
resonated with Sedna living in the depths of the ocean in
her mythic story. This was the first body be named for a
deity not from the Greco-Roman tradition and started a
trend for many TNO dwarf planets to follow. 

Sedna fell in love with a flashy bird man, who turned out to
be a bad husband, after he whisked her away to his island.
She persuaded her father to rescue her by boat, but when
they were pursued, he became fearful and dumped her
overboard. Sedna attempted to climb back in, so he cut off
her fingers and she sank to the bottom of the ocean. The
beautiful whales, dolphins and seals were created from the
stumps of her fingers. 
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Sedna fell in love with a flashy bird man, who turned out
to be a bad husband, after he whisked her away to his
island. She persuaded her father to rescue her by boat,
but when they were pursued, he became fearful and
dumped her overboard. Sedna attempted to climb back in,
so he cut off her fingers and she sank to the bottom of the
ocean. The beautiful whales, dolphins and seals were
created from the stumps of her fingers. 

Some researchers have equated her with providing life to
the locals, who eat the sea mammals to survive. I prefer to
imagine her story as symbolizing bad choices. Firstly, in
falling in for an attractive but superficial facade, secondly
for expecting her father to be brave enough to rescue her,
and last of all, for picking him as her father in the first
place. I have been researching this minor planet for at
least the last 14 years and found her to be prominent in
events and natal charts of those working with
conservation and climate control, particularly involving the
oceans. Mankind has been making bad choices in this
area, which have increased dramatically under recent
decades of globalization. 

Hekate the 100th asteroid, was discovered by a Canadian
astronomer, JC Watson on 11 July 1868. He named her for
the Greek Goddess Hekate and the number 100 in Greek,
Hekaton. She has one of the longer orbits for a main belt
asteroid of 5.43 years, bright and shiny, due to her
spectral S type, which is indicative of a siliceous
mineralogical composition. Her position at discovery was
15o Aquarius 28’ and she begins this quarter on February
1 at 23o Aries 28’ conjunct Eris, before moving to conjunct
Uranus at 12° Taurus on April 2 and the North Node at
28o Taurus 21’ on April 28. Her most significant aspect will
be a square to Pluto, the ruler of the South Node, on
February 14 as he reaches 27o Capricorn 22’, just 10’ away
from his Return position to the Sibley chart for the US on
February 20 (UT). In the US Sibley chart itself, Hekate was
similarly positioned at 23o Aries 05’, also within a wide
square to Pluto, albeit a century or so before her
discovery. In fact, the Statue of Liberty, dedicated on
October 28 1886, was inspired from an ancient three-
headed monument to Hekate Trivia... 

BY AGENT 66 - SARA GILBERT
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One would also have to suggest that Pluto making an
almost exact trine to the mid-point of Sedna and the North
Node could also indicate transformations may be needed
from some of the bad choices made in the 245 years since
inauguration.

 Hekate is commonly known as the patron Goddess of
Witchcraft, but her heritage was far more powerful in
Greek mythology. Her mother Asteria was sister to Leto,
the mother of Apollo and Artemis. The sisters were born
from the union of two of the original Titan Gods, Phoebe
and Koios, holders of the oracles of the Earth at Delphi
and the stars through the constellation of Draco. Apollo
inherited the physical day-time oracles, whereas Hekate
received the supernatural connection to the souls of the
dead, through Asteria the Goddess of the Starry Night Sky.
Hekate fought with her cousin Artemis and uncle Zeus
against the Giants, as is shown in the frieze at the top of
this column. In return she became one of the few of the
Titan Gods to remain in favor when they were overthrown
by the Olympian regime. She was known as the Goddess
of the Crossroads and Transformation, helping the souls
of the dead cross over to the Underworld and able to
enter Pluto’s domain in the same manner as Mercury.
Zeus gave her dominion over the earth and the sea, and
the ability to bestow fame, wealth, and power. He allowed

T H E  A S T R O L O G Y  O F  F A M O U S  P E O P L E  A N D  T H E  A C T O R S
W H O  P O T R A Y E D  T H E M
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Sara Gilbert -Agent 66 is an evolutionary astrologer and teacher
based in Melbourne, Australia. She has developed a childhood
passion for fantasy and mythology into Life Spirit Connections, an
esoteric college, which includes material on astrology, tarot,
numerology, palmistry and the kaballah tree of life. Sara is a qualified
member of the Australian Professional Astrology and Tarot
Associations, APA and TGA. She can be contacted for readings or
courses at www.lifespiritconnections.com.au where she regularly
blogs on astrology.
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her to retain her original Titan privileges, even after they
were defeated, and described her ability to be
distinguished and sit amongst kings, grant victory in battle
and any kind of competition, whether on land through
horsemanship or at sea. She had joint She had joint
dominion with Poseidon in granting good fortune and
catches to fishermen, also with Hermes in increasing all
flocks of goats and sheep. She was stated to be a nurse
during childbirth and of the young and honoured by all
the deathless Gods.

Hekate was in fact the inspiration for my research into
intuitive asteroids when I discovered her close to my MC. I
will be having my own Hekate Return on March 26 when
she reaches 10o Taurus 35’.
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From January 21 to February 19, the Sun is in Aquarius,
ruled by Saturn. In Medical Astrology Saturn rules over the
bones and the spleen, with Aquarius governing over the
ankles and lower legs. A well known Saturn plant is Hemp
(Cannabis sativa). Culpeper mentions that “it is so well known
to every good housewife in the country, that I shall not need
to write any description of it”. However, “the decoction of the
root allays inflammations of the head or any other parts. The
decoction of the root eases the pains and shrinking of the
sinews, and the pains of the hips. The fresh juice mixed with
a little oil and butter is good for any place that hath been
burnt with fire, being thereto applied”. Sadly, I am sure that
these old ways of using this plant have been lost to the
majority.

From February 19 to March 21, the Sun will be in Pisces,
ruled by Jupiter. In Medical Astrology Jupiter rules the liver
and blood vessels, with Pisces governing over the feet. A very
well known Jupiter herb is Dandelion (Taraxacum officinalis).
It’s not a weed! The root, in particular, is so powerful for
cleansing and detoxifying the liver that it pains me to see so
many people ripping it up and throwing it on the compost,
where it could be made into a delicious tea! Culpepper tells
us that it “powerfully cleanses inward ulcers in the urinary
passage”. Yes, the leaves are wonderful for the kidneys - it’s
such a versatile herb! These days we use Dandelion root for
gentle cleansing of the liver,  to digest fats and oils, and to
open portal circulation, which is something an excessive
Piscean can benefit from!

Is Is there a place for Medical Astrology in this day and age? You betcha! It has come a long way since the times of
Paracelsus, Hippocrates and Galen, and bridging the gap between the 17th Century and today is Nicholas Culpeper, whose
Complete Herbal has been in continuous publication since it was first published in 1652. He catalogued hundreds of herbs
and assigned them planetary rulerships, based on his observations with patients and the Doctrine of Signatures (when a
plant looks like a part of the body that it heals). He questioned traditional methods, such as urine casting and bloodletting,
and believed in educating his patients about their ill-health, instead of them blindly believing the physician gods. His
systematisation of the use of herbals has influenced the evolution of modern pharmaceuticals. He created a workable
system of astrology and herbalism, which was considered most valuable in his time.

PLANTS AND PLANETSPLANTS AND PLANETS
  B Y  A G E N T  1 0 7  -  N I C K Y  A L L I S O N
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From March 21 to April 21, the Sun will be in Aries, ruled
by Mars. In Medical Astrology Mars rules the ball bladder,
blood, adrenal glands and sex organs, with Aries governing
over the head. A powerful Martian herb is Wormwood
(Artemisa absinthium). and you may have picked up the word
Absinthe in there! The liqueur Absinthe was traditionally
made with Wormwood, but because of the amount of
narcotic poisoning going on they banned it in the early
1900's. Wormwood is a hot and dry medicine, which is why
Mars governs it, being a hot, dry planet! Culpeper, that old
friend of mine, has A LOT to say about Wormwood, but one
thing we all really need to know and take note of is that
"Wormwood being laid among cloaths, will make a moth
scorn to meddle with the cloaths, as much as a lion scorns
to meddle with a mouse, or an eagle with a fly". In other
more boring words, put some Wormwood in your
cupboards and drawers and the moths will not ruin your
clothes, or your cloaths! These days we mostly use it as a
bitter herb to stimulate the gastric juices and to bring down
heat, to promote menstruation, but mostly to kill parasites
in the gut. It also protects against bewitchment! Yes indeed!
As well as the bite of sea serpents!

Nicky Allison - Agent 107 is a Naturopath/Herbalist and
Astrologer with 30 years experience. She has a special love of
Horary and Medical Astrology. She holds Diplomas in Modern,
Medieval and Medical Astrology and guest lectures for the STA.
You can find her on Facebook @nickyallisontradastro and
Instagram @nickyallisonastrology

Dandelion - Jupiter Wormwood- MarsHemp - Saturn
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Introduction
              The Beatles: iconic, celebrated and likely the most
influential musical phenomenon of the 20th Century.
Thousands of rock bands have come and gone, but this one
is lodged in the collective imagination like no other. They
have become part of us, impossible to ignore and
compelling as ever. So much so, they have also been the
most studied. 

 In the last 50 years, there have been numerous books,
documentaries and even courses designed to reveal their
magic. People play Beatles albums backwards, attempting
to glean some kind of hidden message. Others dissect
every lyric, or look for clues on the album covers. Much of
the pursuit has been microanalysis, as if the answers are
found in the minutia. What makes this study different is the
exploration of the macro. We’ll be zooming out and
examining them through another level or dimension of
perception. My intention is to help answer the timeless
question, why. Why have the Beatles made this enormous
impact? What is the broader meaning?

 A band noted for their eternal questing, they were
continually seeking broader meaning. As Beatlemania was
gaining momentum in 1964, their adventures brought them
to the United States. They famously met Bob Dylan in a
hotel room in New York, a meeting of musical minds
shaping Western culture. Talking through billows of smoke,
the conversation became philosophical. Paul shared the
insight that “There are seven levels”⁽¹⁾ to this existence, a
notion John would make reference to in “And Your Bird Can
Sing” a couple years later. It’s a fun anecdote for the Beatles
fan and a good starting point for our journey. Let’s have a
look—how many levels are there?
 
 

Well, it depends on who you ask. There are numerous
models of the universe put forth by philosophers, theorists,
mystics, sages and perhaps other bleary-eyed young
musicians. Though there is no agreement about seven,
there is almost universal consensus that there are various
levels. Aside from physical, emotional and intellectual levels,
most conceptualizations include a spiritual level (or levels).
There are a multitude of definitions and perspectives on
spirituality. The view here is non-denominational and
universal—including the idea that the universe itself is alive,
intelligent and in meaningful connection with everyone and
everything.
 Imagine if it was possible to tap in to the spiritual
dimension and understand the themes, issues and
dynamics underlying the manifest world. Imagine there’s an
elegant, sophisticated system that clarifies such
information… 
 
 Another Dimension
 Astrology reveals the spiritual dimension in striking detail
and serves as the main tool I’ve employed in this study. I’ve
been a professional astrologer for 20+ years and my great
passion is to communicate this sacred knowledge. Don’t
worry if you are not an astrologer or student, I’ve written
this book to be accessible for you. Though astrology is an
amazing tool, it’s also complicated and shrouded in
misperceptions. I’d like to briefly address a few of the
issues. 

 Astrology’s legacy includes fortune-telling and popular
simplifications, but most present-day astrologers
understand it’s co-creative (we play a hand in our fate) and
quite complex. Astrology can be seen as the celestial or
cosmic weather. Like a forecast helps us plan for the day,
astrology informs us of the spiritual conditions, so we can
navigate consciously. Since the metaphysical dimension is
archetypal and energetic in scope, it doesn’t detail precisely
what occurs in the manifest world. Through our co-creative
response, we ground it through our behavior choices on a
broad spectrum of possibilities. Astrology asks the
questions of our growth, and it’s our job to find the
answers. 

 As will be detailed, the astrological weather in the 1960s
emphasized the process of spiritual awakening. We tend to
experience the familiar weather in the background, hardly
ever knowing the exact barometric pressure or wind speed.
The same holds true with the astrological weather. We may
not be completely conscious of it, but the spiritual dynamics
inform our experience. The Beatles served as musical
conduits who expressed the energetic themes of their day.
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My job is to clarify such dynamics, to interpret the
overarching dimension. The information complements
the familiar story by adding an additional layer. It is not
intended to suggest greater validity, or as a replacement,
to the well-known facts. The reader is encouraged to
hold the perspective that there are many levels operating
simultaneously…who knows, maybe Paul was right and
there are seven.

The Beatles run occurred when astrology was
proliferating into the mass consciousness. However, its
use tended to be simple. People would ask, “What’s your
sign?” reducing the vast complexity of astrology to just
one factor, a caricature of its potency and potential. The
subject was often discussed as entertainment or as a
pseudoscience, not for “serious” people. There has been
a backlash from the “serious” people (academics,
educators, scientists, etc.) who rightfully criticize the
simplifications of astrology’s popular version. It has
remained controversial in the collective mind, attracting
substantial interest, while largely being dismissed by
science and mainstream religion. Furthermore, there are
many different uses and astrological approaches, adding
to the confusion of what it is and can do. 
 The Beatles became open to and interested in astrology,
reportedly having an in-house astrologer at their Apple
location.⁽²⁾ Yoko Ono has been an astrology enthusiast
for years and it was a part of her relationship with John.⁽³⁾
Paul has mentioned astrology in relation to his song,
“Hello Goodbye,” which plays on the theme of duality—
relating it to his Sun sign Gemini.⁽⁴⁾ George was the most
immersed in the subject matter. On his posthumous
album Brainwashed, he sang of being a “Pisces Fish.”
Ringo has been open to a wide variety of metaphysical
pursuits as an active voice for the counterculture. 
 

 Our Journey
The book begins with a spiritual overview of the
musicians, their interrelationships, musical influences
and the band itself. The unique condition of the celestial
weather in the 1960s is introduced. This sets the stage
for the bulk of the book, the chronology. All of the major
events in their history, ranging from significant childhood
experiences through the entire life of the band, are
discussed. The chronology ends when their break-up
became public (1970), to keep the scope of the book
manageable and most relevant to The Beatles as a band. 

The overarching theme is spiritual maturation, which is
examined in a variety of ways: personally, the group,
musically, lyrically and culturally. There is less focus on
the sordid business, financial and legal entanglements
they got themselves into (however, these things are 
 noted). Since there is so much material already
published 
 

about these more mundane matters, our emphasis is
spirituality. Though this book enters metaphysical,
philosophical and psychological areas, it never strays very far
from the music, the musicians and their message.

Due to copyright law, only very small excerpts from the lyrics
(usually a few words or a phrase) are found here in the text,
in strict accordance with “fair use.” Legal advice has informed
me the minimal reprinting of lyrics qualifies because the
usage involves commentary, as well as being part of original 

research (connecting the time the songs were developed
and/or released with astrology). The use here is
unquestionably “transformative” (adding new meaning,
insight and understanding) and does not infringe on the
commercial viability of the music. To the contrary, readers
are encouraged to listen to the songs and read the full lyrics
as you make your way through (and if you don’t own the
music, go get it!). Not only will this make the overall content
clearer, it will add to your enjoyment. It’s amazing to hear and
experience the spiritual dimension emerge into
consciousness.

 It turns out that the Beatles example has relevance to us all
—a remarkable coming of age story depicting universal
themes of spiritual development, even including important
teachings. Whether they were conscious of it or not, their
story and music incredibly portray stages of growth,
paralleling the astrology of their time. They exemplified
spiritual discovery, while making a terrific soundtrack about it
too! 

 The book is organized in 2 main sections, aimed to
accommodate the various levels of astrological background
of the readership. Part 1 is written in an accessible, story-
telling style mostly free of astrological jargon. Most of the
included astrology terms are in {brackets}, which can be
ignored by the layperson. Major points informed by my
astrological research are linked to Part 2 for further
discussion through subscript notation like this₁. There are,
however, some key astrological points and ideas which are so
crucial and central, they must be brought in. I take great care
in thoroughly explaining them. Part 2 contains technical
astrology, including deeper chart analyses involving the
astrological language. The reader can choose how much
astrology to consume, or not. 

My Role 
 I am truly humbled and honored to present this material,
thrilled to add to a spiritual understanding of this cultural
phenomenon. My aim is to tell the story without any agenda,
judgement or bias—to capture some of their  unique spark
and enchantment. I write from a place of service and deep
appreciation for the fabled musicians. The Beatles return us
to the simplicity of our innocence , while tantalizing us
towards the dizzying heights of innovation. They have given
the world a magnificent gift and it is my most sincere
intention to honor it. 
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Before I get out of the way, I’ll share a few words about
my passion for this band. I arrived on planet Earth in
1971, a year after they disbanded. I got into the music
around age 5 and listened endlessly. The Beatles were
a loyal friend and companion as I developed, shaping
the contours of my psyche. They made an indelible
mark on me, and only through this project have I come
to truly understand it. During the years of research and
writing, I experienced a second wave of passion, this
time from the consciousness of midlife. 

 At first a fun project, I followed where the story led,
allowing the lens of astrology to inform my view. The
deeper I looked, the more something miraculous came
into focus. I was shocked and delighted to see how it
unfolded, as surprised as you might be. The creative
process was a uniquely special time. It brought me
much joy, amazement, laughter and tears. I hope you
will be similarly moved. 
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 Eric Meyers is an astrological counselor, teacher and author
living outside Portland, OR. He holds an M.A. in Transpersonal

Counseling Psychology from Naropa University in Boulder, CO. A
graduate of the Steven Forrest Apprenticeship Program, he seeks

to add to the growing field of evolutionary astrology. His books
include Elements & Evolution, Uranus: The Constant of Change

and The Astrology of Awakening series. The Spiritual Dimension
of The Beatles is his seventh

Eris' website and to purchase book
www.soulvisionconsulting.com. 

I invite you to share in the magic, this truly remarkable
story. Thank you for joining me in this exploration (and
celebration) of the most regarded musical act the world
has ever produced. With love to John, Paul, George and
Ringo, let’s explore the spiritual dimension of The
Beatles…

For those without too much background in astrology
(or none), your experience will become increasingly
rewarding should you familiarize with the subject. I
decided that this book cannot also serve as an
introductory astrology text, so information on the
basics (planets, signs, houses, elements, etc.) should
be found elsewhere. Part 2 begins with a brief outline
of the Astrology of Awakening approach, thoughts
from my perspective. 
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The ethics of astrological practice: 
a Question needing an Answer…

I like it when the day throws up a compelling hot topic for
my blog first thing – even if I am still half asleep at the time!
A particular exchange of questions and answers recently
with two commenters on Astrology: Questions and
Answers Facebook Page woke me up very quickly. (Names
have been changed)

Angela: “Do you do astrology ?I would love to have mine
done sometime but I don’t know who does it? Any ideas?”
 
Ryan: “I’ve stumbled upon dozens of bloggers who give
readings, you just have to look…”
 
Me:  Ryan, it may well be the case that one can stumble
upon lots of bloggers doing readings, but Angela needs to
be careful to choose someone who is well experienced and
qualified, preferably with their work insured and
supervised, with an adequate degree of experience in
reading horoscopes, counselling training, and a well
developed sense of awareness of the power and
responsibility that is taken on by virtue of reading people’s
horoscopes.
 
Donna Cunningham, if you care to visit her excellent
SkyWriter blog, has written about the negative and
irresponsible things that some people can say when
reading their fellow citizens’ charts.

It would be instructive for anyone contemplating booking a
reading to go over to Donna’s blog and read about some of
 this alarming material, which by its existence emphasises
the importance of prospective clients choosing carefully if
they wish their charts to be read constructively and
responsibly.

 
 

Here is a short quote from Donna Cunningham’s 4.12.2014
post, which supports my response to Angela and to Ryan:

“…For many years, I had a monthly advice column in Dell
Horoscope Magazine, a Dear Abby type column in which
readers wrote their problems and I answered based on their
astrology charts. Part of the job description for that column
seemed to be putting out fires that other astrologers have set,
for I got many letters from readers who were devastated by the
way their chart reading was handled.

These letters pointed to the need for true and responsible
professional training in our field and the need, especially, for a
certain amount of counseling training. Like it or not, counseling
is what an astrologer does each time a client comes for a
reading….” 

….from Awful Things Astrologers Say to their Clients

My background in astrology

I have been an astrology practitioner, teacher and writer for
over thirty years now. However, I remain awestruck by the
power that astrology holds, when used responsibly with
compassion and sensitivity, to offer creative and
constructive guidance to clients as their lives unfold.

It is incredibly affirming to be able to say – either directly or
by inference, depending on what that particular client
needs at that time – “Here is your unique little chip of the
cosmos into which you were born. Use the energies therein
as best you can, given the gifts and limitations we are all
handed at the outset – which I will try to convey to you as
honestly and constructively as possible. Try to work with
those energies well enough to be able to hand your chip
back with a little more light shining through it at the end of
your days.”

A sense of connection to an unfolding, meaningful energy
weave where each of us has a thread to contribute, is a
wonderful antidote to the feelings of anomie,
disconnectedness and woundedness which so many people
seem to be feeling at this time of great turbulence and
upheaval.

However, the task of placing another person’s life in a
context for them which makes their life’s current challenges
easier to bear, helping them to work with often very painful
circumstances as constructively as possible – how many 
 people come for astrology readings when life is bowling
smoothly along? Not many, in my experience! – is not
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straightforward, easy, or to be embarked upon lightly. It

should not be embarked upon lightly or casually.

I can still recall, in the early days of my astrology practice,
being extremely grateful that I had had a number of years of
social work, psychiatric work, and counselling practice in
which to ground myself. There is nothing quite like having to
face the limitations of your capacity to help other people,
which is a major dimension of social work, to ground you and
keep you humble when taking upon yourself the power that
being an astrologer brings.

I was fortunate enough to have been a student of Liz
Greene’s for most of the 1990s. An entry requirement to
study for the Diploma in Psychological Astrology which I
completed in 1998, was that all students be in therapy for a
year. It was made clear to us, in Liz Greene’s inimitable way,
that we should not take upon ourselves the responsibility of
being astrological practitioners without having the
experience of a long seat in the client’s chair ourselves.

Concluding comments
So, Ryan, I do hope that my response to your casual
comment, with which no doubt you meant no harm, has not
left you feeling too winded! And I thank you for making it,
thereby giving me the opportunity to put forward my own
thoughts regarding the great capacity for doing ill as well as
good that astrologers take on when they read their fellow
citizens’ horoscopes. ‘At least do no harm’ is the bottom line
of the medical profession. It should be ours too.

Angela, if you are reading this, do not be too put off. There
are many competent, compassionate, realistic, empathic
astrologers out there. Just take your sweet time to make sure
you seek out a good one!

Part Two:
On becoming a responsible astrologer: how do you
get there? 
That post on the ethics of astrological practice, a topic to
which all astrological practitioners should return from time to
time in my opinion, generated a great deal of interest over at
Astrology: Questions and Answers’  Facebook page. My
dialogue there, with thoughtful astrologer Sellieve Ezra
Neptune, made it clear to me that the question of
responsible astrological practice needed to be pursued
further. She has given me permission to quote from our
discussion.

Sellieve: “I do have a question for you, Anne. If you tell people
that they should only get a reading from an astrologer who
has lots of experience reading charts, how does someone get
that experience if someone inexperienced isn’t worthy of
giving readings yet? It’s that same catch 22 of, ‘can’t get a job
without experience, can’t get experience without a job’. I am
an aspiring professional astrologer, with a decade of learning 

under me, but the number of professional readings I have
given is not too many…”

Me: This is a very fair question, Sellieve, and it does indeed
look as though I’ve presented a Catch 22. The last thing I
want to do is discourage potentially effective astrologers
like yourself from ending up as serious professional
practitioners.

There are a number of ways from which to approach this
question, and I do not claim to have all the answers – a
brief post can only cover a few key bases. However, here
goes! I should state at the outset that I am based in the
UK, so am not very familiar with the specifics of what
constitutes professional regulation in other countries.

Mainstream v Maverick
The advantage of belonging to one of the traditional
professions recognised by mainstream society e.g.
medicine, the law, teaching, accountancy etc is that one
has to go through pretty rigorous training and
professional licensing in order to be able to practice. This
does not rule out bad practice, but it does mean it is kept
to a minimum, and offers legal redress to people who
have been on the receiving end of such practice.

However, astrologers especially in this reductionist age are
very much NOT regarded as being in the mainstream of
professional practice, and it is possible for anyone to set
themselves up as an astrologer with no training,
regulation or background counselling experience
whatsoever.

In an ideal world, it should not be possible for people to
do this. But as we all know the world we live in is far from
ideal. I think the reality is that it is never going to be
possible fully to prevent people from abusing their fellow
citizens as described by Donna Cunningham in my earlier
post, ie Awful Things Astrologers Say to their Clients. 
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Increasing public awareness
However, it is my hope that the public is more aware these
days of the difference between responsible, quality
astrologers and dangerous amateurs. In recent years,
much progress has been made in training and monitoring
astrologers through such reputable bodies as eg OPA, ISAR,
NCGR and the AFA in the USA, where very high standards
are set for what is expected of practising astrologers.
Likewise, eg The Mayo School of Astrology, The London
School of Astrology, Mercury Internet School of
Psychological Astrology, the Faculty of Astrological Studies
and the Centre for Psychological Astrology in the UK.

I studied with both the latter bodies, and am a member of
the Association of Professional Astrologers International to
whose ethical codes I subscribe.

In order to protect ourselves legally, the APAI advises its
members thus in dealing with clients:

Explain briefly and in general what astrology is and what
astrologers do.

Explain the limitations of the techniques employed, for
example: astrology is a symbolic language and offers a
balance of probabilities rather than specific certainties.

Describe the service(s) to be provided, for example: character
analysis, compatibility assessment – and the scale of fees.

Emphasize that astrology is not scientifically proven and that
no reading can be 100% accurate.

Explain, nevertheless, that APAI astrologers will work to the
best of their knowledge and abilities in the preparation and
delivery of the services to be provided.

How we begin…
Most of us who end up as astrologers have a similar route.
First, we encounter astrology in a range of different ways
depending on who we are and what our context is, this
encounter leading us to being fascinated and compelled to
take our interest further.

In my case, I encountered a couple in a launderette in Bath,
England in the 1970s who took me home with them, did my
chart, and told me I was likely to end up studying astrology
or something very like it in seven years’ time. At that time I
was both engaged in another professional life, and a
dismisser of astrology from the dismissers’ standard base
of knowing nothing at all about it. However, that couple
were right…

Then we practice, on friends, family, anyone who would like
their chart read – hopefully sticking to the basics of Sun,
Moon, Saturn, Ascendant and Midheaven, and even more
hopefully, having some awareness of when one is

getting out of one’s depth – not going too far into
wounding other people through our own lack of expertise
and knowledge.

From amateur to professional
It should take quite a while of doing this before one’s
thoughts turn to whether becoming a professional
astrologer is a realistic possibility. In a follow-up comment
to her original question, Sellieve partially answers it
herself, by pointing out the following:

“…Not everyone comes to an Astrologer looking for
serious advice, sometimes they want a theatrical
presentation of their personality, or they find astrology
interesting but don’t want to study it themselves… In
this such case I think it is better to refer these kinds of
clients to less experienced professional astrologers,
people like me and other millennials. If someone wants
to see an astrologer for counseling, if they want light
brought onto a difficult situation, then it is best to refer
them to a psychological astrologer, or someone with
more impressive credentials than me…”

In the end, how much one gradually realises through this
process of initial dabbling the amount of power and
responsibility one is taking on by reading peoples’ charts is
dependent upon the degree of self-awareness, experience
and maturity one has acquired by this point. Personal
integrity, which no-one can teach, is also a major factor in
determining the path people take when they realise they
wish to practice as professional astrologers.

Ethical Frameworks and Guidelines
I think that the best possible start for a would-be
astrologer is to place themselves at the outset within a
clear framework of ethics and guidelines which all the
reputable training and monitoring bodies provide, and
follow those guidelines to the best of their ability.

An excellent recent book to acquire in helping this process
along, is OPA (the Organisation for Professional
Astrology)’s The Professional Astrologer which is a
comprehensive guide to all aspects of setting up an
astrology practice. Do acquire this book, Sellieve, as soon
as possible! Master astrologer Donna Cunningham’s
Counseling Principles for Astrologers is also an
excellent guide for astrologers at this very important stage
of their careers.

One of the best books I know which covers the practical,
ethical, moral, psychological and spiritual dimensions of
being an astrologer is The Astrologer, the Counsellor
and the Priest by Liz Greene and Juliet Sharman-Burke,
based on a seminar given at the Centre for Psychological
Astrology in 1996, which I had the good fortune to attend,
and which was comprehensive, practical, and thought
provoking.
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Setting up a practice – some practicalities
Sellieve also added some more comments regarding how to
go about setting up an astrology practice to which I
responded as follows:

…I think that you probably need to look around a few
astrologers’ consultation/tuition web Pages – you are
welcome to look at mine for some ideas –and set up a
professional web page stating your approach, what you do
and don’t do, qualifications, background relevant
experience, and fees. And join a reputable professional
organisation eg OPA, if you haven’t already. And set up a
professional email only to be used for your practice. You will
also need to think about how you wish to be contacted
initially, where you are going to practice with attendant
privacy, recording policy, etc etc.

I think if you set a context for yourself so that you know
clearly what you are doing, who you wish to draw to you by
way of clientele, and what your professional boundaries are,
then get out there doing a few talks and maybe offering a
small beginners class for starters, all that will help.

I set boundaries by saying to people who want me to
comment on their charts, that I only do that within the
boundaries of a professional consultation. It’s a sacred art,
after all, so it should be practised with appropriate respect
for both yourself, your client, and astrology. If people want a
reading, they can go to your Page then get back to you. That
saves a lot of time and energy.

And of course, if people are enthusiastic and open minded
without trying to get bits of a reading from you informally,
then talk astrology with as many people as wish to hear
about the Real Deal as opposed to eg playing ‘Guess my
sign!’. Something I never do, incidentally…

Disclaimer – or not?
One of Sellieve’s later comments concerned the question of
adding a disclaimer to one’s publicity, advising that
astrology is “for entertainment purposes only”, something
which she found disquieting in the same way that I or
anyone else would who considers that what they do as
astrologers goes into a considerable degree of depth and
can not be described as entertainment. Here, I can only
speak for myself: I would never add such a disclaimer to my
publicity, since I consider a high standard of practice to be
my greatest protection against any likelihood of legal action.

She adds “…astrologers could potentially find themselves in a
predicament when a client takes an astrological prediction very
seriously and it doesn’t come true, or if the astrologer gives
advice about what to do in a relationship, he client can hold the
astrologer responsible for anything that goes wrong…”

Here we come slap up against the reason why, in my view,
anyone wishing to take themselves seriously as an
astrologer, or be taken seriously by members of the public
as a responsible person, needs to get themselves at the
very least some counselling skills training (if full counselling
training is not at first a realistic option for whatever reason,
often finance) as well as having the experience of being in
the client’s seat themselves.

Many counselling/therapy training courses will offer cut-
price counselling sessions with trainees in supervision. In
this way, counselling or therapy of a satisfactory standard
can often be obtained without too great a financial outlay.

An important part of an an astrologer’s job is to combine
the natal horoscope with transits, progressions, and other
directions in the heavens at the time of the consultation to
help clients clarify situations in which they find themselves,
so that they can then make their own decisions regarding
what to do.

Making definite predictions and advising people what to do
diminishes clients’ free will and confidence in themselves,
although in the short run it might afford them some
temporary relief to hand over those choices to the
astrologer – upon whom they can later dump the blame
and perhaps threaten legal action, when things do not turn
out according to either predictions or advice given.

In conclusion…
This is but a brief sketch. I hope readers will flesh it out for
themselves – starting with the suggestions made for
organisations to join and reading to do, enabling them to
become clearer about what taking the first steps to
becoming responsible professional astrologers involves.

There is far more support available now for the Millennial
generation of emerging astrologers like Sellieve, than there
was when we baby-boomers started out. That’s great, and
how it should be … one of my great pleasures at this stage
in my life is to pass on some of what I know and have
learned – usually the hard way! – to the generation of
talented young folk now arising.

And – thanks so much to Sellieve Ezra Neptune for
prodding me into action on this most important topic!

Ann Whitaker is an astrologer and you can find out more about her
personal and professional history HERE. Her mystical Twelfth House
has provided the context for everything she has done since opening

her eyes to the world. Her site is therefore here to support, encourage,
inspire and entertain open-minded people who, like Ann, are

exhilarated and amazed by the beauty and complexity of the worlds
we human beings inhabit – and for those writers and readers who

share my preoccupation with questions of meaning, mystery, pattern
and purpose. Ann offers that support through the lens of astrology.

https://anne-whitaker.com/
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This issue of C*I*A’s Timelords front cover was especially commissioned by the C*I*A for the special alignment
of Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces on April 13th 2022, a great time to feature Aysem's astrologically inspired and
beautiful paintings.

Aysem was born in Istanbul in 1970. She studied chemistry and then worked as a fashion designer for the
textile industry for 10 years. Aysem studied astrology with Baris Ilhan’s (C.A., NCGR) apprenticeship
program and since 2002 teaches and gives astrology seminars at the Ilhan Astrology Institute in Istanbul.
She is also one of the founding members and vice president of the NCGR- Turkey Chapter also holding a
NCGR Level III Certification. 

Aysem’s passion for drawing and astrology came at a very early age, and she has been painting
astrological, symbolic and mythological paintings since the year 2000. Her expertise is especially in
painting personal birth charts, book covers and takes on various other commissions.

Aysem’s work has been seen and sold at many astrology conferences around the world with exhibitions
at: FAA Federation of Australian Astrologers Conference, Hobart, Tasmania 2014.  UAC Astrology
Conference, Chicago, IL 2018. NORWAC Northwest Astrology Conference, Seattle, WA 2015

Aysem's Birth charts are painted on a canvas panel with acrylic paint, using regular brushes, and
paintings feature relief lines. Birth chart paintings are 30x30cm diameter (12 inches) or 35x35cm (14
inches)

Order your own unique special piece !
CONTACT and ORDER DETAILS: 

Please contact Aysem at aysemaksoy@gmail.com
 

Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/BirthChartPainting
Instagram  https://www.instagram.com/birthchartpainting/

Web site: www.birthchartpainting.com 
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American astrologer and author Eric Meyers has been
publishing excellent astrological material for years, and
this book is his seventh global release. This 488-page book,
complete with in-depth research and numerous
astrological charts, combines his love for astrology with his
love for music, and specifically, his love and fascination for
the Beatles. It is hard to ignore Beatles and you probably
would have to live under a rock somewhere far, far away
to miss them, even if you are young and The Beatles were
a thing a long time ago. Somehow, but perhaps not so
mysteriously, this band is still relevant. 

As Eric was writing his book, my own son, then 14-15,
delved so deeply into their music that he ended up seeing
all the documentaries made about them, plus exploring
their individual solo-careers. My son knows more about
The Beatles than I do, and I grew up with them. That is
quite interesting when thinking of this band’s relevance. 
“Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club” band wakes him
up every day as the sound on his alarm merrily chants its
tune. It is heart warming and it reveals the incredible
impact this band made back in the 60’s. One that is still
reverberating. The Beatles are still alive as a soul, as a
radiant energy of the changes that occurred and have
continued to inform earthers for decades. Seeds of
thought that are still in our minds and hearts. 

Eric does a great job of putting this historical context into
his book. The framework for the material is the historical
timeframe of Pluto-Uranus and Neptune in Scorpio and
Meyers elegantly guides us through this era with a deep
and thorough understanding of its cultural and spiritual
importance. As we meet each individual Beatle, he weaves
them together by their karmic lessons, their unique talents
and their astrological charts.
 
The historical depth is amazing and you get a feeling that
you are right there with them, going through the first steps
of becoming The Beatles and later when they reached
their creative height, only to individualize and move to
their respective solo careers. Their backgrounds and their
inner evolution is so beautifully expressed through their
individual charts that it makes you wonder how much
would be missing if there was no astrology to back the
information up with. No one really knew The Beatles as
they knew themselves, but with the astrology charts
always in the back of the mind, it is like we get to know
each Beatle for better and worse and they are suddenly
animated and very human. 
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The astrological focus is not just on the regular planets,
the nodal axis and the angles. Eric presents excellent
material on the importance of the asteroids throughout
the book and in particular opens up a deep
understanding for the dwarf planet Ceres, a very
important archetypal player for The Beatles as both
John and Paul had deep wounds related to their
mothers, and this informed their search for love and
meaning in their lives. It also influenced their music.
And Ceres is prominent throughout the story. Just this
piece of astrological understanding makes it worth
reading the book. Astrology has a lot to learn from
integrating Ceres and that is exactly what is done here. 

But the yummy doesn’t stop there. As the story unfolds
there are deep spiritual levels that are being revealed
and that pertains to the art of making music and
channeling. And the astrology shows up with its mystical
magic. Eric weaves a beautiful pattern of
interconnectedness and explores the synchronistical
harmonies in a way that only a seasoned astrologer can
grasp the essence of and make it easy and available for
any student to understand. 

If you are seriously studying astrology this is an
excellent work to add to your education. Part one is the
actual storyline and part two is all the charts referenced,
and even though you have to flip-flop back and forth a
bit between the historical and analytical parts and to the
actual charts, it is not difficult for you to find a way to
organize the material. I solved it with the cunning use of
post-it organizers and had no trouble going back and
forth between the pages. 

Since there is so much material to study it really should
be a mandatory read for any astrology student,
especially one aiming to go deeper into the karmic
fabric and understanding of life. 

This is excellent work, the language flows gently and
with ease, and underneath it all you can hear the music
play. So get it, and put your playlist to play through each
and every individual Beatles album as Eric Meyers
guides you through the astrology of each vital song. 

Astrologer Rick Levine says it is “a flying carpet” and I
cannot disagree. This one will take you back in time and
you will come enriched and inspired out on the other
side. A true adventure. Enjoy the ride! I sure did.

Get your copy at www.soulvisionconsulting.com. 

ERIC MEYERS: THE SPIRITUAL DIMENSION OF THE BEATLES
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Hi Sol 
You come from such an interesting part of the globe. Tell us a
bit about your corner of the world. What do you think a
visitor to your hometown would find interesting?
Well, they call Bergen, on the west coast of Norway, the gateway to the
fjords. So it really opens up a part of our country that is full of ragged
mountaintops, fjords and extremely beautiful vistas. The ocean, the
mountains and nature are dramatic and wild and people all over the
world seek to experience it. In the funny book “Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy” the character Slartibartfast is a venerable Magrathean
planetary designer and he won a prize for the design of Norway,
stating that: “I happen to like fjords, I think they give a lovely baroque
feel to a continent.” I always felt a slight swell of pride when reading
this, even though it is merely a fantasy novel. It makes my mind go to
places where I can imagine that there could be a special design
behind Norway, and in particularly, the coastal part of Norway’s
incredible beauty. 

My town was once a center for the Hanseatic League’s trading empire
and the harbor is still brimming with life. I live right next to the oldest
building, St. Mary’s Church dating back to 1180, and Sverresborg,
dating back to approximately 1200. The city was founded in 1070 and
it used to be the capitol of Norway in the Middle Ages. So there is so
much vibrant history here and the old Viking strength still lives. The
cold, the wind, the water. The people are strong willed and strong
minded. And I simply love it. 

The houses in the city center are old and well preserved. A lot of
people come here just to walk in the small alleyways and looking at
the wooden houses. I adore the beauty of this place. The springtime in
May when the Seven Mountains flanking the city are all exploding with
color and the magic of a dark November, rain falling and fireplaces
are burning. Culturally speaking there is a great tradition for music in
this town. Aurora and Røyksopp are two bands that received
international acclaim but the city is brimming with musicians. Art
thrives. The composer Edward Grieg was from Bergen, and his house,
Troldhaugen, is open for visitors. The club scene is great too if you are
into that. And there is a healthy amount of hippies here so that free
thinkers are still abundant. It is the spirit of the place. Just gotta love
it. 

How do you think the astrology world where you live is
unique to the rest of the world?
I am a second house Sun in Aquarius, and translated into normal
language I really am an island onto myself. So I don’t notice much
of a milieu. I do however teach for a school on one of the islands
outside of Bergen, Sotra. A colleague of mine made a school there
and it is thriving, so the interest is there. I guess astrologers are
fairly comfortable with being solo-players, seeing that astrology,
albeit reaching a much wider audience today, was and is still
considered quite odd. Norway is secular and there are a lot of
academics here. Bergen has an old tradition for being a University
city, so a lot of astrology interest is not the first thing that strikes
you when you come here. But I am feeling welcome. Thankfully. 
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Everyone has a story about how they heard the astrological
call. How did you become interested in astrology?
My father held classes in our house when I was a toddler. I was
three years old when I saw my chart, and of course, I have no
memory of that. But the books remained on the bookshelf even
though my father turned to other interests. At the age of 14 I asked
him about my chart. And he showed me the first, and basic
principles. I fell in love. And I am still in deep and passionate love
with astrology, although I sometimes try to shake it off. I get
saturated from time to time. But astrology, my eternal lover, comes
bouncing back. Like a boomerang. Like true love does. 

We all have people who taught and influenced us. Whose
astrological work do you most admire?
Oh, dang. That is a list that is long. Well, kudos to the very first lady
who brought metaphysical thinking back into the collective, Helena
Blavatsky. And, later on, the eminent Alice Bailey. Bailey’s work
continues to seed and inform my understanding of cosmology,
energy and of the Soul and karma, so this will follow me to the end
of time. My first teacher in astrology was quite “randomly” Alan
Oken. He held a class in Oslo, where I used to live, and I saw a note
in the bookstore and went. It changed my life. He saw me. And
then later on I ran through all of the Jungian material, in particular
the work of Liz Greene. I also was trying to find information on the
lunar nodes and that quest landed me in the Pluto books by Jeffrey
Wolf Green. Finally I found someone who took the Soul seriously
and then I was hooked on EA. In 2002, when the internet was a
new thing, I found Maurice Fernandez forum online and started his
Complete Course. That was a game changer. By then I had already
worked as a professional astrologer for a few years, but having a
solid education in my pocket changed everything. He has been the
most important teacher I have had. He also opened up the
international community for me, inviting me to give a lecture in
Israel in 2009. Other teachers that come to mind is Richard Tarnas
and the archetypal approach, Kenneth Sørensen and his
transpersonal insights and teachings, late Dawn Bodrogi, a friend
and an astrologer par excellence, Bill Tierney (brilliant), Adam
Gainsburgh is amazing, as is Gemini Brett. I adore Adam Sommers,
Eric Meyers, Julija Simas, Rebecca Gordon, my god, there are so
many good astrologers out there. So much talent, dedication and
skill. But since my work has always been about trying to
understand the nature of the soul, trying to hone in on who we
really are and what the connection between us and Cosmos is, my
heart belongs to the more shamanistic approaches. I found a lot of
insight in Buddhist tradition and Kalachakra Tantra. I am also an
avid yogini, so the work of Patanjali always returns to my center of
consciousness. I want to understand the workings of life, so my
interest extends to all the yogas. 

Over the course of our astrological practices, we eventually
find something that we enjoy and develop. What is your
astrological Super Power and how do you use it?
Oh dear. I have to answer this. Where to begin? ;) Joking aside, I am
good with seeing the essence. The nodal axis shows the karmic
pathway and this is where my focus. How consciously is the
karmas in the chart handled and what can I aid with in the process 
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further individuating is what I am aiming for. A certain healing
that needs to happen before everything we dream of can
happen. I am also a licensed Soul Flow therapist, which is a
transpersonal psychotherapeutic method, so for me it is about
cleaning and moving energy forward. Strengthening. And then
the true potential of the transits can be understood. I work a lot
with secondary progressions, composite charts and synastry.
parenthood, work and purpose, love and relationships and
health. I include all in my practice. I have done quite a bit of
study on Ceres and Chiron in particular and I have a lot to share
there. So yes, there are some areas of particular interest to me
that I have focused extensively on. Relationships in particular.
They define us so much and are often, when they don’t work,
cause of distress and illness. I approach astrology from a healing
perspective. To heal. To make strong. To make conscious. And to
change the narratives that doesn’t serve. 

The Pandemic suddenly gave us a lot of time to stay indoors
and reflect on our inner life. How did you use your time
during Lockdown?
Oh, it was pretty much the same, except the yoga place was shut
down for a few months and it made me cry. But then they
opened again and I was happy again. I have been writing and
teaching and giving readings at my normal pace thanks to the
internet. I roll out of bed and go to work. It fitted me perfectly. It
gave me space to explore and time to think. I also started, in my
spare time, to take up art again after it had been hibernating for
some time. Music, photography, dance and painting. I add.

You’ve been practicing astrology for a long time. What are
your plans for the future?
I have never been very good with planning and for me all the
good things in life came by grace. As for my own heart at this
current time in space, it is very much oriented towards healing
and astrology as merged. This pandemic also woke up my heart
to caring for the kids of this planet, so I have some plans
regarding this, but I am not telling. It is a secret. I hope to keep
doing more of what I am and that all the knowledge that I stored
for all these years might somehow pop out of my head and be
useful for others. 

f you could go back in time, you might want to do something
different in the course of becoming a professional
astrologer. What advice would you give to new astrologers?
Passion is not a thing that requires much willpower set into
motion. It is just there. So if you love astrology, follow that love.
Never hold yourself back. Nothing comes without hard work, so
give yourself tasks. Set deadlines. Hone in on a particular aspect
of your current interest, and work out some material that could
be presented for others. This is great exercise and it will get you
out in the world of presenting and expressing your talents and
 take up space. We all need to learn to take up space, and it is
not always comfortable, especially if that little voice in your head
goes “Who do you think you are?” In the beginning it is normal to
struggle with a bit of impostor syndrome. Integrity comes with
time and we all start somewhere. The most sensitive and
talented of us are also more prone to holding back, and this is a
great loss for the world. Astrology is service. Service is what you I
give to the world so that you can feel on a deep level that you did
what you were supposed to do.
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 And that feeling, that experience and what it does to people around
you are strengthening. That is healthy, so go for it. 
Take up a class in psychotherapy or some form of coaching. It is a
game changer. Astrology opens up a very intimate space for a client
and the astrologer, and knowing basic human psychology and
having trained for meeting it consciously of your own projection is
beyond important. 

The world has changed so much since you first started studying
astrology. How do you think astrology has changed in the past
20 years?
One word. Internet. I was deep into astrology way before the web
was a thing and we didn’t have software to calculate our charts, so it
was different. It was also lonelier. No one around me cared for it, so
it became a thing that I had to cultivate all alone. It is so helpful to
meet likeminded people and the web opens up so that people can
meet without having to think about physical distance. 

The internet also provided an arena for what I know call “pop-
astrology”. The world of memes, albeit extremely generalizing, is also
a really fun and educational way to learn about the archetypes. But
of course, when it is used as a game or played with, my heart feels
sadness. Astrology is a sacred haven, a spiritual tool, a doorway to
magic. It needs to be wielded with respect and not treated lightly as
some sort of entertaining for yourself and other people. 

Finally, aside from putting an end to the pandemic so we could
get back to visiting our friends from far away, what would you
change in astrology if you could?
I am not sure. I am extremely happy to see how all my colleagues
are really putting out excellent work and they work really hard and
seriously, and that is amazing. So I have little to object. Although,
seeing as I am European, I would love to see international
astrologers take up more space in the international community. It is,
in my view, a little American-Centric and the Americans are very
good with putting effort behind their talent and take up space, but
all the major conferences and the media comes from the States, so
culturally speaking, USA is still setting the agenda, and it goes for the
world of astrology as well. So if there was a better balance, and for
us European, a bit more cooperation between us that would be
excellent. 
. 

INTERVIEW WITH SOL JONASSEN  IN NORWAY

 
Agent 32 – SOL W. JONASSEN
Sol is an internationally acclaimed evolutionary astrologer, teacher
and lecturer, residing in beautiful Bergen, Norway, being a full time
astrologer since 1999. She teaches both the Polaris Astrology School
and as a regular teacher at the NPA School of Astrology. She has also
hosted Polaris Astrology Conference and you find her regularly
speaking at international conferences. In her practice she combines
astrology with several other healing modalities such as energy healing,
meditation therapy and bodywork. Her heart is aligned with esoteric
teachings and she is offering this work at retreats and workshops
around the globe.
Location: Bergen, Norway
Website: https://sol-with.com/
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IN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUM
A TRIBUTE TO DAVID HAMBLINS

I first came across David Hamblin’s work in the mid 1990s and to say he transformed the way I think about
numbers is an understatement. As a young student, I simply hated Maths and I would slump down in the back of
the classroom and do just enough work so I wouldn’t be noticed. Even as a student of astrology, I hadn’t learned to
make friends with numbers. This all changed when I was introduced to Hamblin’s work on Harmonics which was
an extension of the initial research conducted by John Addey.

Harmonics are an easy calculation to make. One simply converts the planets to their absolutely longitude then
multiplies by whichever harmonic number is required. However, what David did was provide interpretations based
on the meanings of the numbers themselves. In essence, David gave numbers a personality, a concept I couldn’t
help but immediately embrace. Over time, I began collecting charts of the essential harmonics (4, 5, 7 and 9) for
clients and used them to enhance my understanding of the people who were reaching out for help. Suddenly, I
saw numbers as living, breathing entities and my whole relationship with numbers changed completely. For this, I
had David Hamblin to thank.

A couple of summers ago, when astrology lectures were first taking place online, I delivered my lecture “Herschel,
Uranus and Mary Shelley’s Vision of Horror”. In it, I talked bout the meaning of the 5th Harmonic and how it
related to conscious creativity and the need to be different. Little did I know that David was in the audience and he
once again said something that changed my way of thinking: he introduced higher number Harmonics, thus giving
me more material to play with. Perhaps even better, our subsequence discussion about the 13th Harmonic led to
David agreeing to be interviewed as part of the series of astrologers who have experienced their Uranus return at
around the age of 84 years of age for the Cosmic Intelligence Agency (you can see the interview HERE: 

 As far as I am aware, this was David’s final interview and it is a revealing portrait of a man who loved astrology,
then left the field only to come back to it again. 

David was a highly accomplished man, studying Classics at Oxford then Personnel Management at the London
School of Economics. He became a professor at the University of Bath but retired from this post to become a
psychotherapist. As you will see from the interview, even in the final years of his life, his thinking remained sharp
and clear and demonstrated a clear desire to extend his research. He is most noted for his two books, “The Spirit
of Numbers” and “Harmonic Astrology in Practice” available from The Wessex Astrologer.

Sometimes we are lucky enough to meet people who change our lives and I am enormously grateful for David’s
influence on mine.
 

 

BY AGENT 144 ALEX TRENOWETH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=738gRrrovbI&t=2360s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=738gRrrovbI&t=2360s
https://www.wessexastrologer.com/product/wason001/


 

 
 

FEB 20th, 2022

The 12 Houses  
The origins,  foundations  and methods of calculation explained 

(not to be missed the best explanation and visuals of houses you will ever see!)

 LUIZ RIBEIRO
 
 

MARCH 6th, 2022
 Electional astrology

 WADE CAVES

Starting March 27th, April 2nd and 3rd, 2022Starting March 27th, April 2nd and 3rd, 2022

AA  Cosmic RenaissanceCosmic Renaissance
  Online workshopsOnline workshops   Aligning us with the once in a lifetimeAligning us with the once in a lifetime   

meeting of Jupiter and Neptune in Piscesmeeting of Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces   

  
Sol Jonassen - Astro DreamingSol Jonassen - Astro Dreaming

Cassandra Butler - Psychic tuningCassandra Butler - Psychic tuning
Patricia WalshPatricia Walsh     - Surfing the Surreal- Surfing the Surreal

Ursula Stockder - Astrology, Art and Tarot magicUrsula Stockder - Astrology, Art and Tarot magic
Julija Simas - From the mundane to the InspiredJulija Simas - From the mundane to the Inspired

  
  Full details coming soon!Full details coming soon!

20% discount for C*I*A Members20% discount for C*I*A Members
Makes sure to be a C*I*A email subscriber to receive our updates and announcements

UP NEXT AT C*I*A ACADEMY 

https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/cia-academy/
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https://forms.aweber.com/form/83/739421483.htm?fbclid=IwAR2LSFXo6phoXzI1OEJMdq3PM_CdAPer_7KFjXJizSBtH811ErihnaY4B2E
https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/cia-academy/


1 YEAR C*I*A ACADEMY MEMBERSHIP
 

• 20 PLUS NEW WEBINARS PER YEAR
• ACCESS MORE THAN 75 WEBINAR PRESENTATIONS ANYTIME
• RECEIVE 20% DISCOUNTS on C*I*A events and symposiums

✔ EVENTS
        ✔ SOFTWARE - 20% offAstro Gold

✔ MENTORING
✔ CONSULTATIONS AND MORE . . .

 
When you consider individual webinar presentations to be $25usd each, with your C*I*A

Membership you receive 20 plus new presentations per year! Over $500 value, 
plus archive access worth $1000’s.

 
 Share our timelords magazine and get 20% of C*I*A membership, tag us on social media to

receive discount code

FACEBOOK:FACEBOOK:FACEBOOK:         #COSMICINTELLIGENCEAGENCY#COSMICINTELLIGENCEAGENCY#COSMICINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
   

INSTAGRAM:INSTAGRAM:INSTAGRAM:      #COSMIC_INTELLIGENCE_AGENCY#COSMIC_INTELLIGENCE_AGENCY#COSMIC_INTELLIGENCE_AGENCY
   

      TWITTER:TWITTER:TWITTER:      @COSMICINTAGENCY@COSMICINTAGENCY@COSMICINTAGENCY   
   

https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/cia-academy/cia-academy-membership/
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https://www.facebook.com/cosmic.intelligenceagency
https://www.instagram.com/cosmic_intelligence_agency/
https://twitter.com/CosmicIntAgency
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